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Context(
The% Institute% for% Agriculture,% Forestry% and% the% Environment% (IAFE)% was% established% to% be% a%
catalyst% to%achieve% the%Alberta%Government’s%objective% to%“green%growth”%and%show%Alberta%as%
an% environmental% leader% and% innovator.% The% need% for% attention% to% green% growth% arises% from%
present% and% anticipated% pressures% on% Alberta’s% environment% and% natural% resources% such% as%
unprecedented% economic% activity% and% population% growth.% Furthermore,% public% attention% to%
environmental% impacts%and%demands%from%domestic%and%international%consumers%is%compelling%
industries%and%government%to%respond.%The%IAFE’s%role%is%to%assist%the%Government%of%Alberta%to%
put% in%place%policies%and%processes%that%use%a%market%approach%to%enhance%and%communicate%
environmental%performance%in%Alberta’s%agriculture%and%forestry%industries.%This%will%support%the%
accompanying% goal% of% making% and% branding% Alberta% as% an% environmental% leader% as% well% as%
building% the% competitiveness% and%market% strength% of% the% agriculture% and% forest% industries.% % In%
addition,% the% forest% industry% has% been% identified% as% having% a% significant% role% in% achieving%
environmental%outcomes%as%a%large%land%manager%in%Alberta.%
%
The%IAFE%has%developed%a%ProofRofRConcept%(PoC)%for%the%Alberta%forest% industry.%This%PoC%is%
focused% on% determining% where% the% industry% is% located% (relative% to% policy,% economic,% and%
cultural/social%drivers)%in%relation%to%a%market%approach%to%Ecological%Services%(ES)%in%forestry%for%
Alberta.%To%this%aim%the%IAFE%has%reviewed%relevant%literature%and%engage%Alberta%forest%industry%
members%and%other%forestry%experts%to% identify%opportunities%and%challenges%that%related%to%the%
current%operating%environment%and%a%market%system%for%ES%in%the%province.%This%work%will%help%
inform%the%IAFE’s%recommendations%to%cabinet%in%March%2010.%Industry%and%expert%input%related%
to%forestry%and%agriculture%is%deemed%to%be%a%necessary%component%to%the%Institutes%work%if%their%
recommendations%are%to%be%accepted%and%successful%in%application.%
%
The% forestry% PoC% addresses% the% current% state% of% forestry% (inc.% a% policy% review,% as% well% as% an%
examination% of% the% economic,% political,% technological,% environmental% and% social% drivers%
associated% with% the% current% forest% industry% business% model).% This% report% also% provides% an%
examination% of% what% marketRbased% policy% (new% concept)% looks% like% in% relation% to% forestry% in%
Alberta% (inc.% applicability% of% ES% in% forestry,% and% an% Alberta% forestry% related% marketRbased%
instrument% review).%As%discussed%above,%proofing% this%concept%with% industry%and%other% forestry%
experts%is%considered%paramount%if%such%a%change%is%to%be%successful.%To%this%end,%engagement%
sessions%were%conducted%to%gain%an%understanding%of% industry%perceptions%and%experiences%in%
regards% to% their% current%policy%environment%and%a%proposed%marketRbased%policy%environment.%
These%views%are%discussed%in%this%report.%Finally,%this%report%concludes%with%a%discussion%on%the%
paths% that%Alberta’s% forest% industry%has% taken%and% is% recommended% to% take% in%order% to%support%
the%success%of%environment,%social%and%economic%objectives%through%the%market.%%
%
Two%diagrams%have% been% created% to% present% the% flow%of% process% and% thought% for% the% forestry%
proof%of%concept.%The%first%of% these%diagrams%is%a% linear%representation%to%simplify%the%thoughts%
and% concepts.% The% second% diagram% presents% the% same% information% as% the% first% except% that% it%
accounts% for% the% adaptive% process% that% will% be% necessary% when% approaching% environmental%
sustainability%and%economic%success%using%marketRbased% instruments% for%Ecosystem%Services.%
In% this%diagram% the%current%system% is%peaking,%unable% to%address% the%complexity%of%economic,%
environmental,%and%social% issues%confronting%conventional%forestry.%Certain%drivers%are%pushing%
the%system%to%collapse%and%through%creative%destruction%a%more%robust%systems%can%be%created.%
The% forestry% PoC% is%meant% to% provide% directional% guidance% to% a% new% system% (see% Figure% 1% &%
Figure%2).%%%%
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1.(Introduction(
The% forest% industry% has% been% considered% a% key% part% of% Alberta’s% economic,% social% and%
environmental%landscape%since%the%province%was%established.%While%Alberta’s%forest%industry%has%
experienced%many%challenges%related%to%changing%markets,%economic%conditions%and%operating%
environments% (social,% political,% and% environmental),% the% sector% has% adapted% to% remain%
competitive%and%provide%a%stream%of%benefits%to%Albertans.%

The% current% situation,% however,% is% posing% considerable% challenges% to% the% forest% Industry.%
Alberta’s% forest% industry% faces% unprecedented% competitive% pressures—dramatic% changes% in%
markets,%economics,%competition%and%the% local%operating%environment—coupled%with%an%overly%
complex% regulatory%environment% that%affects%all% forestry%sectors%and% jeopardizes% the% long% term%
economic%and%environmental%benefits%provided%when%forest%resources%are%managed.%At%no%time%
in%Alberta’s%history%have%the%competitive%challenges%of%the%forest%industry%been%more%acute%and%
systemic.% The% “Alberta% Advantage”% that% originally% attracted% and% retained% forest% industry%
investment% has% diminished% and% a% wide% range% of% factors% determining% the% health% of% the% forest%
industry%have%worsened:%

•% Global%and%North%American%markets%for%the%full%range%of%products%that%Alberta%produces%
are% depressed% and% prices% are% projected% to% remain% low% for% at% least% the% next% couple% of%
years.%%

•% Economic% factors% such% as% the% global% commodity% markets,% North% American% trade%
restrictions,% exchange% rates% and% regional% cost% structures% are% all% exerting% increased%
pressures%on%Alberta’s%fibre%based%forest%industry.%

•% Competition% has% increased% significantly% with% low% cost% pulp% producers% in% the% southern%
hemisphere%gaining%substantial%cost%advantages%due%to%growing%conditions,%other%North%
American% jurisdictions% improving% their% competitive% position% relative% to% Alberta,% and%
numerous% new% entrants% in% the% OSB% market% and% value% added% manufacturers%
strengthening%in%other%locations.%

•% Operating% in% Alberta% has% posed% substantial% challenges% to% the% forest% industry.% The%
extremely%active%energy%industry%leads%to%inflationary%pressures%unique%to%Alberta%in%the%
areas%of% labour,% transportation,%access% to%heavy%equipment%and%availability%of%services.%
There% is% escalating% competition% for% land% among% food,% fibre% and% fuel% (fossil% and% bioR
energy)% focused% sectors.% Moreover,% the% increased% responsibility% for% land% and% forest%
management% planning% has% raised% the% cost% of% doing% business.%Couple% these% pressures%
with% the% potentially% devastating% effects% of% mountain% pine% beetle% and% the% situation%
becomes%even%more%serious.%

%
1.1.(A(New(Concept(
Regulatory% requirements% in% the% forest% Industry% have% increased% over% time% as% a% means% of%
addressing%changing%environmental%and%social%valuesk%however,%the%efficiency%and%effectiveness%
of%such%prescriptive%policy%has%come%under%question.%%Policy%instruments%that%take%advantage%of%
market%incentives%and%fiscal%mechanisms%are%now%becoming%carefully%considered%as%alternatives%
to% conventional% command% and% control% regulations.% Traditionally,% unless% specifically% regulated,%
certain%ecological%considerations%were%not%generally%managed%for,%only%imposing%more%costs%on%
forest%companies.%%Market% instruments%may%provide%the%appropriate%incentive%to% integrate%such%
ecological% consideration% into% the% forest%business%model.%However,%market% instruments%are%still%
new%ground% for%both%government%and% industry.% If% substantive%change% is% to%occur% than%marketR
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based% policy% needs% to% be% tested% with% government% (public),% industry,% NGOs% and% Aboriginal%
groups%in%Alberta.%The%IAFE’s%PoC%is%one%means%of%addressing%this%need.%%%

2.(Characterizing(Forestry(in(Alberta(
The%forest% Industry% in%Alberta% is% responsible% for%managing%over%35%million%hectares%of% forested%
land,%known%as% the%green%zone—60%%of% the%provincial% land%base.%Of% this%35%million%hectares,%
87%%is%provincially%owned,%9%%is%federally%owned,%and%4%%is%privately%owned%(woodlots).%%

Provincially%owned%forested%land%is%divided%by%the%Crown%into%Forest%Management%Units%(FMUs),%
where% the% timber%within%each%FMU% is%managed%based%on% the%principle%of%sustained%yield.%The%
provincial%Crown%disposes%of%timber%primarily%through%the%following%tenure%arrangements:%Forest%
Management%Agreements%(FMA),%Coniferous%Timber%Quotas%(CTQ)%and%Deciduous%Allocations%
(DTA),%Commercial%Timber%Permits%(CTP),%and%Local%Timber%Permits%(LTP).%%

The%annual% fibre%growth%of%all% inventoried% forested%public% lands% in% the%province% is%estimated%at%
44.5%million%M3.%In%2008,%the%provincial%timber%resources%Annual%Allowable%Cut%(AAC)%was%set%at%
30%million%M3%with%18.4%million%M3%dedicated%to%coniferous%timber%and%11.6%million%M3%dedicated%
to% deciduous% timber.% Of% this% allotted% timber,% the% forest% industry% harvested% 22.4% million% M3% in%
2008—down% 2.7% million% M3% from% 2006.% When% considering% forest% harvest% volumes,% it% is%
importantly% to% recognize% that% the% oil% and% gas% industry% remove% nearly% equivalent% volumes% of%
timber%to%forestry%operations%each%year.%%

Alberta’s%forest%industry%produces%three%main%product%types%(in%order%of%production%dominance):%
lumber,% pulp% and% paper,% and% panelboard.% The%majority% of% these% products% are% exported% to% the%
United%States,%with%a%small%proportion%heading%to%Japan,%South%Korea,%and%China,%among%other%
trading% partners.% Since% 2005% total% revenues% generated% from% forest% product% sales% have%
decreased%by%24%%from%$8.2%million%to%$6.3%million.%Over%this%four%year%span,%lumber%revenues%
decreased% by% 32%,% pulp% and% paper% revenues% increased% by% 10%,% and% panel% board% revenues%
decreased% by% 57%.% % Over% this% same% time% provincial% revenues% generated% from% stumpage% or%
protection%charges%have%declined%by%73%.%%%%

According% to% the% Alberta% Forest% Association% (AFPA)% (AEI% 2008),% in% 2006,% 54,000% Albertan’s%
derived%employment%directly%from%the%forest%Industry,%with%24,195%working%in%the%primary%sectors%
and%29,490%working% in% the%secondary%sectors.% %An%additional%15,000%Albertans%were%employed%
by%associated%supplier%and%service%providers.%This%represented%3.6%%of%Alberta’s%labour%force%in%
2006.%%

Additionally,%the%AFPA%recognizes%the%Alberta’s%forest%industry%to%be%an%important%contributor%to%
Alberta’s%economy%with%primary%forest%products%generating%$8.4%billion%in%annual%revenues,%and%
secondary%forest%products%generating%$3.2%billion%in%annual%revenues%(AFPA%2009).%%

3.(Alberta(Forest(Industry(Business(Model(
Alberta’s% forest% industry% has% developed% under% a% business% model% that% is% built% on% five% basic%
elements—forest% policy,%wood% fibre,% technology,%markets% and% capital% (see%Figure% 3).% % Fibre% is%
sourced% and% provides% the% feedstock% for% manufacturing.% Products% are% produced% and% sold% to%
established% markets.% Capital% is% generated% that% increases% wealth,% enables% reRinvestment% and%
provides%for%growth.%%
%
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(
Figure(3:(Alberta%Forest%Industry%Business%Model%(1986%–%Present)%
 
This%Model%can%be% further%aggregated% into% two%fundamental%aspects:%Forest$Policy%and%Forest$
Economics.%%
 
The%forest$policy$aspect%of%the%model:%

This% aspect% involves% a% dynamic% between% forest% industry% requirements,% public/social%
objectives%and%government’s%role%in%balancing%a%wide%range%of%interests%in%the%forest%(e.g.%
alternative%uses,%such%as%recreation).%Forest%policy%provides%the%mechanisms%to%allocate%
forest% resources% and% to% manage% forest% resources% in% a% balanced% manner.% From% an%
industry%perspective,%forest%policy,%in%consideration%of%the%nature%of%the%forest,%ultimately%
drive%the%level%of%availability,%cost%and%risk%of%fibre%supply%to%the%manufacturing%facilities.%
From% a% social% perspective,% forest% policy% provides% guidelines% to% the% manner% in% which%
Albertans% would% like% many% of% their% forest% resources% managed.% As% such% forest% policy%
drives%the%sustainability%of%Ecosystem%Services%in%the%green%zone%of%Alberta.%%

The%forest$economics%aspect%of%the%model%

This%aspect%involves%a%dynamic%between%manufacturing%technology,%markets,%and%capital%
availability,%and%all%relate%to%the%competitiveness%and%success%of%the%industry.%%

Beyond%providing%an%opportunity%to%examine%and%assess%the%economic%state%of%Alberta’s%forest%
industry,% this%model%provides%a%basis% to%examine%and%assess%the%various%social%and%ecological%
characteristic%that%are%explicitly%and%implicitly%implicated%within%the%various%elements.%%
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Some%of% the%elements%within%the%model%can%be% influenced%and%others%cannotk%however,%all%are%
by%definition%a%part%of%the%model%and%must%be%considered%when%looking%to%make%environmental%
and%social%improvements%and%enhance%industry%competitiveness.%%%

4.(The(Evolution(of(Alberta’s(Forest(Industry((
Alberta’s%forest%industry%business%model%has%evolved%over%time%as%Alberta’s%circumstances%have%
changed.% Three% primary% periods% in% time% can% be% identified% and% characterized% in% terms% of% the%
business%model%employed%and%context%that%drove%the%nature%of%the%model:%

•% Late% 1800s% to% mid% 1900s—Exploitation( of( the( forest.% The% first% era% identified% was%
characterized% by% Canada’s% need% to% exploit% the% timber% resource% in% support% of% the%
development% of% western% Canada% generally% and% Alberta% in% particular.% Exploitation% was%
accomplished%by% identifying%suitable%stands%of% timber,% conducting% timber%sales% through%
auctions%and%administering%the%process%of%timber%harvesting.%

•% Mid%1900%to%Late%1900s%—Sustained(yield(timber(management.%The%second%era%was%
characterized%by%Alberta’s%pursuit%to%regulate%the%exploitation%of%the%timber%resource%and%
to% provide% for% longer% term% economic% benefits% through% sustained% yield% management% of%
timber.%Softwood% timber% production% grew% significantly,% the% product%mix%was% broadened%
and% the%market% expanded% to% become% continental.%Sustained% yield% timber%management%
was%accomplished%by%establishing%annual%allowable%cuts% (AAC)% for% forest%management%
units,% reforesting% all% cutover% areas,% and% regulating% the% process% of% timber% harvesting% to%
achieve% sustained% yield% objectives.% During% this% time,% major% improvements% were% also%
made%to%the%fire%control%program.%

•% Late% 1900s% to% present—Economic( diversification( and( forest( management(
decentralization.%%The%third%era%has%been%characterized%by%Alberta’s%pursuit%to%diversify%
the% provincial% economy% while% increasing% forest% management.% Economic% diversification%
and% increased% forest% management( were% pursued% in% parallel—actively% promoting% the%
development%of%Alberta’s%timber%resource%coupled%with%additional%requirements%for%forest%
management%planning.%Markets%emerged%for%the%use%of%hardwood,%product%ranges%were%
expanded% and% the%market% place% became% increasingly% global% (e.g.%NAFTA).%Outputs% of%
this% era% included% the% establishment% of% a% greater% number% of% Forest% Management%
Agreements% (FMA)% and% the% requirement% of% FMA% holders% (and% to% some% extent,% other%
tenure%holders)%to%fulfill%a%number%of%forest%management%obligations%related%to%timber%and%
nonRtimber%resources.%

While%the%basic%tenants%of%the%model%have%remained%relatively%constant,%the%forest%industry%has%
been% influenced% by% some% of% the% following% factors:% % changing% demographics% (e.g.% Alberta’s%
population% has% increased% by% 22%% between% 1996% and% 2006)k% increasing% environmental%
awareness/concerns% among% Albertansk% the% emergence% of% Aboriginal% and% multistakeholder%
consultationsk% The% awareness% of% cumulative% environmental% effects% among% overlapping% and%
adjoining%resource%tenuresk%The%everRincreasing%development%of%provincial%infrastructure%(roads,%
rail%etc.)k% technological%advancesk%and%new%markets% for%products%produced.%Consequently,% it% is%
time%to%reassess%the%various%components%of% the%forestry%business%model% in%order% to%develop%a%
business% strategy% that% accounts% for% Alberta’s% changing% economic,% social,% and% environmental%
circumstances.%%
%
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5.(The(Current(State(of(Alberta’s(Forest(Industry(
A%number%of% factors%associated%with%current% forest%policy,% the%structure%of% the% industry%and%the%
changing% market% conditions% have% converged% to% present% serious% competitive% challenges% to%
Alberta’s%forest%industry.%The%primary%factors%affecting%competitiveness%today%relate%to:%%

•% Structural%and%market%challenges% including:%dependence%on%commodity%production%and%
dependence%on%exportsk%

•% Increasing% competition% from% lowerRcost% offshore% producersk% and% competition% for% labour%
and%materials%%

•% Escalating%costs%relative%to%other%provinces%and%countries%and%depressed%markets%across%
all%forest%industry%subRsectorsk%

•% Unfavourable%continental%and%global%economic%shiftsk%and%

•% Increasing% industry% responsibility% for% land% and% forest% management% and% government%
services%that%have%not%kept%current.%

%

5.1.(Forest(Policy(Review((the%forest%policy%aspect%of%the%business%model)(
Forest%Policy%in%Alberta%is%a%dynamic%between%organizations,%institutional%rules,%and%markets%for%
goods% and% services.% The% Alberta% provincial% government% as% an% organization% establishes% and%
enforces% binding% rules% related% to% forestry% using% internal% (public% consultations% and% the%
employment%of%technical%experts)%and%external%information%streams%(lobbying%from%private%firms,%
NGOs%or%advocacy%groups,%and%Aboriginal%groups)%(see%Figure%4).%%

 
Forest%harvest%and%management%activities%in%Alberta%are%governed%by%a%system%of%forest%tenure.%
These%tenures%exist%as%arrangements%between%the%Alberta%provincial%government%and%third%party%
entities%(potentially%a%community,%private%individual,%and%private%company)%to%manage%publically%
owned% forested% lands.% Through% forest% tenure% the% province% grants% the% harvesting% of% specific%
timber%volumes%in%particular%areas%within%a%specific%timeframe.%%Additionally,%tenure%holders%are%
expected%to%adhere%to%a%set%of%obligations%defining%the%manner%in%which%they%manage%the%forest%
(conservation% requirements,% reforestation,% planning,% and% silviculture% activities)% as% well% as%
condition% related% to% harvesting% (royalty% payments% (stumpage),% supply% local% processing,% etc…)%
(Vertinsky%2009).%
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Source: Lukert 2009a  
Figure(4:(Conceptual%Linkage%Among%Organizations,%Institutions,%Markets,%Property%Rights%and%Forest%Tenures%
(

5.1.1.(Tenure(Allocation((
Forest% tenure% in% Alberta% is% either% areaRbased% or% volumeRbased.% AreaRbased% tenure% gives% a%
company% rights% and% obligations% within% a% specified% land% area.% VolumeRbased% tenures% are%
allocated%as%a%percentage%of% an%allowable% cut% for% a% conifer% quota%or% a% specified% volume% for% a%
deciduous%quota%to%harvest%within%a%specific%area%in%a%forest%management%unit.%
%
5.1.1.1.(Area(Based(Tenure(
The%Forest%Management%Agreement% (FMA)% is%currently% the%most%extensively%used%areaRbased%
disposition% in% Alberta.% A% Deciduous% Timber% Allocation% (DTA)% may% also% be% areaRbased% under%
legislationk%however,%all%Alberta%DTAs%are%currently%volume%based.%%
%
FMAs% provide% forest% companies% with% the% right% to% grow,% harvest,% and% remove% timber% on% their%
specified% land% base.% The% FMA% holder% must% follow% regulations,% ground% rules% and% a% forest%
management% plan% specific% to% that% FMA.% These% ground% rules% and% regulations% cover% harvest%
planning% and% operations,% sustainability% and% forest% management.% Allowable% cuts% are% set% by%
Ministerial% approval% of% forest% management% plans.% The% actual% authority% to% cut% is% provided% by%
government%approval% of% annual% operating%plans.%FMAs%are%granted%as%a%20Ryear% lease% to% the%
timber%operator,%with% the%option%to%renew%after%10%years,% thus%providing%an%“evergreen”% tenure.%
There%are%currently%20%FMAs%in%Alberta,%including%three%joint%FMAs%(Figure%5).%Currently,%FMAs%
account%for%68%%%of%Alberta’s%allocated%timber.%%
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((((((((((((
(((((((((((Figure(5:(Forest%Management%Agreement%Boundaries%(July%2009)(
%
For%all%tenure,%Annual%Allowable%Cut%(AAC)%determines%the%maximum%volume%of%timber%that%can%
be%harvested.%For%FMA%holders,%any%amount%over%the%periodic%AAC%(5%year%cut)%is%reduced%from%
the% subsequent% period,% and% quota% holders% (see% below)% can% be% penalized% if% harvest% varies% by%
more%than%ten%per%cent%of%the%AAC.%%The%AAC%is%established%by%the%province%and%can%fluctuate%
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depending%on%other%allocations% to% forest% tenure%holders%as%well%as%changes% in% timber%demand.%
The%details%of%where,%when%and%how%trees%on%Crown%land%in%Alberta%are%harvested%and%managed%
for% sustainability% are% contained% in% Forest% Management% Plans% (FMP)% approved% by% the%
Government% of% Alberta,% with% input% from% public% and% other% stakeholders% (see% section% on% public%
participation).%FMPs%are%a%requirement%of%the%FMA%process%and%companies%are%responsible%for%
preparing%the%Plans.%The%crown%is%responsible%for%preparing%FMPs%for%forest%management%units%
not% included%in%FMA%areas.%The%operational%components%of%these%plans%are%prepared%for%a%10R
year%term%and%show:%
%

•% The%extent%and%size%of%the%forest%management%area%they%cover,%%

•% Specific%stands%identified%for%harvest%in%next%ten%years,%%

•% Intended%reforestation%treatments%to%be%implemented.%%
%

The% FMP% is% a% technical% document% describing% forest% management% objectives,% strategies% and%
commitments.% It% identifies% intended% methods% of% cutting,% reforesting,% and% managing% timber%
resources% within% the% defined% area% of% responsibility.% The% FMP% time% frame% considered% is% 200%
yearsk%this%generally%represents%two%full%life%cycles,%or%‘rotations’,%for%trees%in%the%FMA.%%
%
Forest%Management% Plans% are% intended% to% provide% for% the% sustainable%management% of% forest%
resources%and%other%values.%However,%challenges%related%to%the%complexity%of%the%forest%tenure%
process% and% associated% obligations% make% the% realization% of% all% ecological% and% social% values%
questionable.% Historically,% forest% tenure% simply% focused% on% economic% expansion% and%
employment%in%the%forest%industry.%However,%growing%environmental%consciousness%of%the%1970s%
challenged% the% logic% of% sustained% yield% forest%management% and% societal% values% regarding% the%
environment%made% there%way% through% government% into% forest% tenure% arrangements%via% Forest%
Management% Planning% and% forestry% regulations.% Over% time,% government% has% responded% to%
society’s% environmental% values% with% incremental% tenure% adjustments% resulting% in% what% is% now%
considered% by% many% to% be% a% set% of% overly% complex% arrangements% with% limited% transparency%
(Vertinsky% 2009).% As% tenure% complexity% has% increased% so% have% operating% costs% in% the% forest%
sector.%
%
Finally,%“It%is%a%term%of%all%FMAs%that%the%FMARholder%comply%with%all%statutes%and%regulations%of%
Alberta% (Powell% 2003).% % This% term% is% significant% because% the% purpose% of% the% Forests% Act% is% to%
allow%development%of%Alberta’s%forest%resource%for%timber.%%It%does%not%protect%water,%air,%wildlife%
or%other%elements%of%the%forest.%%Nor%does%it%establish%forest%reserves%for%ecological,%recreational%
or% other% purposes.% % As% such,% sustainable% development% of% the% forest% ecosystem% must% be%
accomplished,% in%part,% through%other%statutes.% %This% term%also%ensures% that%Alberta’s%changing%
laws% apply% to% existing% FMAs.% % As% an% example,% changes% could% be% made% to% Alberta’s%
environmental% statutes% –% such% as% the% Environmental% Protection% and% Enhancement% Act% R% that%
affect% forestry% operations.% % These% changes% would% apply% to% an% FMARholder% even% though% it%
obtained%the%FMA%prior%to%the%change%in%law%(Powell%2003).”%
%
5.1.1.2.(Volume(Based(Tenure(
Coniferous% Timber% Quotas% (CTQ)% and% Deciduous% Allocations% (DTA),% Commercial% Timber%
Permits% (CTP),% and% Local% Timber% Permits% (LTP)% are% all% volume% dispositions% in% Alberta.%%
MacKendrick%et%al.%(2001)%provide%the%following%description%of%these%dispositions:%
%

“The%Timber%Quota%system%was% introduced% in%Alberta% in%1966,%giving%quota%holders% the% right% to%
harvest%a%certain%volume%of% timber% from%a%specified% location% for% renewable%periods%of%20%years.%
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Timber% Permits,% on% the% other% hand,% are% shortRterm% agreements,% usually% under% five% years,% that%
allocate%a%much%smaller%volume%of% timber% than%a%quota,%and%are%allocated% to%small%operators%or%
communities.% Prior% to% the% 1980s,% volumeRbased% permits% were% the% predominant% form% of% timber%
lease%in%Alberta%and%accounted%for%only%a%small%portion%of%the%province’s%forest%reserves.%With%the%
rapid%expansion%of%the%pulp%industry,%however,%volumeRbased%timber%allocations%have%declined%in%
proportion%to%allocations%to%FMAs%in%Alberta.”%
%

Currently%quotas%and%permits%account%for%32%%of%Alberta’s%allocated%timber.%Another%key%feature%
of% FMA,% CTQ% and% DTA% tenures% is% that% rights% to% the% timber% may% be% conditional% on% the%
establishment%and%/%or%operation%of%manufacturing%facilities.%
%
The%Crown%regulates%the%activities%of%tenure%holders,%primarily%through%obligations%and%standards%
specified%in%the%Forests$Act,%Forest$and$Prairie$Protection$Act,%Timber%Management%Regulation,%
OrdersRinRCouncil,%guiding%policies%and%operational%directives.%%Regulated%activities%include:%

•% Setting%of%periodic%harvest%levelsk%

•% Preparation%of%longRterm%management%and%development%plansk%

•% Timber%harvest%planningk%

•% Road%constructionk%

•% Watercourse%protectionk%

•% Harvestingk%

•% Forest%regenerationk%

•% Payment%of%timber%dues%and%other%Crown%charges.%
%

Alberta% collects% revenue% from% disposition% of% timber% primarily% through% a% stumpage% system%
established% by% Timber% Management% Regulation% under% the% Forests$ Act.% The% foundation% is% a 
residual% value% formula,% whereby% the% Province% calculates% dues% rates% for% each% major% forest%
product%based%on%breakReven%costs%of%manufacture,%and%takes%an%increasing%percentage%as%the%
market%price%for%the%product% increases.%Rates%vary%for%a%variety%of%circumstances%in%addition%to%
end%product,%including:%sales%volume%(small%versus%large%operators),%tenure,%species,%pieceRsize,%
cull,%silvicultural%system,%remoteness,%dead%or%endangered%timber.%
%
Holding% and% protection% charges% are% levied% on% an% area% or% volume% basis% for% Alberta% timber%
dispositions,%with%the%primary%intent%of%recovering%fire%protection%costs%incurred%by%the%provincial%
government.%Approximately% twoRthirds%of% the%provincial%costs%are%recovered%by% this%means.%No%
other%user%of%public%forestland%is%charged%for%the%service.%
%
5.1.2.(How(Did(We(Get(Here(
The%Alberta%Forest%Management%Agreement%(FMA)%dates%back%to%the%early%1950s.%However%the%
forest% industry%remained%limited%in%size%and%scope%until% the%midR1980s%when%oil%and%gas%prices%
crashed%and% the%provincial%government%seriously%directed%efforts% to%help%diversify% their%heavily%
energyRdependent% economy% (MacKendrick% et% al.% 2001).% At% this% time,% the% Alberta% government%
granted% large% timber% allocations% and% loans% for% infrastructure% as% a% means% of% encouraging%
investment%from%abroad.%Over%seven%years%(between%1986%and%1993),%these%incentives%resulted%
in%the%development%of%over%six%FMAs%(spanning%a%combined%area%the%size%of%Kansas)%dedicated%
to%pulp%production%(MacKendrick%et%al.%2001).%%%
%
The% actions% taken% by% the% Alberta% government% were% highly% successful% with% regards% to% forest%
industry% expansion.% These% policies% also% had% a% tremendous% effect% on% the% forest% base% itself.%
Between%the%midR1980s%and%midR1990s,%the%use%of%available%AAC%increased%by%55%%(from%30%to%
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85%),% and% the% growth% in% forestry% revenues% overtook% most% other% natural% resource% industries%
(MacKendrick% et% al.% 2001).% Additionally,% in% the% 1990s,% forest% sector% employment% more% than%
doubled%(from%10,%000%to%24%000).%As%the%forest%industry%rapidly%expanded%so%did%the%attention%to%
forest% practices% from% environmental% organization.% These% organizations% challenged% the%
environmental% logic% of% sustained% yield% and% industrialized% management% operations.% At% first%
establishment% of% wilderness% areas%was% the%main% focus% of% these% groups.% However,% over% time,%
pressure%also%focused%on%government%to%address%forest%practices%and%policy.%In%the%mid%1990s%
many%Canadian%provinces%unveiled%new% legislation% to%deal%with% forest% industry%growth.%At% this%
time%the%Alberta%government%released%Alberta’s%Ground%Rules%(Table%1).%%
%
The%arrival%of%the%new%millennium%brought%a%host%of%challenges%that%put%pressure%on%the%industry%
and%challenged% the%current%conventions%of% the%business%model% identified%above.%At%play% is% the%
dynamic%between%the%growing%complexity%of% issues/challenges%and%the%capacity%of%the%industry%
to%address%them.%This%relationship%is%at%the%heart%of%the%competitiveness%issue.%During%this%time,%
the%Alberta%Forest%Planning%Manual%was% released%with% the% goal% of%moving%beyond% sustainedR
yield%management%(Table%1).%However,%many%NGOs%have%criticized%the%Planning%Manual%along%
with% the% Alberta% Forest% Legacy% document,% before% it,% for% not% provide% direction% regarding% the%
implementation%of%ecosystemRbased%management,%with%no%requirements%or%minimum%standards.%%
(
((((((Table(1:(Planning%and%Regulatory%Changes%in%Alberta%

Year( Item(
1993% Alberta%Forest%Conservation%Strategy%Began%%

1994% Alberta%Timber%Harvest%Planning%and%Operating%Ground%Rules%

1995% Beginning%of%Special%places%Program%

1996% Forests$Act$Updated%%
1997% Alberta%Forest%Conservation%Strategy%Concluded%

1998% Alberta%Forest%Legacy%%

1998% Interim%Forest%Management%Planning%Manual%%

2001% End%of%Special%Places%Program%%

2005% Forest%management%Planning%Standards%

2008% Alberta%regeneration%Standards%%

Proposed$$ Forests$Act$Amendment$to$Support$ALSA$
((((((Source:%Adapted%and%expanded%on%from,%Lukert%2009a%
%
The% range%and% complexity% of% challenges% continues% to% grow.%Public% land% and% resources% are% in%
ever%increasing%demand.%Changing%social%values,%conflicting%land%use,%Aboriginal%participation%in%
the% forest%based%economy,%certification,%climate%change,% increasing% recreational%use%of% forests%
and%a%host%of%other%external%demands%have% increased% the%complexity%of% forestry% in%Alberta.% In%
turn,% the% government% has% growing% expectations% that% the% industry%will% address% these% demands%
and% remain% successful% and%profitable.% %This%added% responsibility% comes%at% a% cost,% in% terms%of%
time%and%effort%as%well%as%increased%risk%of%losing%access%to%timber.%%Industry%has%questioned%its%
share%of%increasing%costs%associated%with%the%gradual%shift%from%sustainable%timber%management%
to% sustainable% forest%management% and% the% need% for% greater% integration% of% users% of% finite% land%
capacity.%%
%
5.1.3.(Property(Rights(
As%mentioned% above,% forestry% tenures% are% constructed% as% bundles% of% property% right% attributes.%
Similar%to%‘private%ownership,’%characterizing%agricultural%lands%in%Alberta,%forest%tenure%in%Alberta%
exists%within%degrees%of%public%vs.%private%control%and%exclusivity.%Both%total%private%control%and%
total% public% control% of% forested% lands% in%Alberta% specifically,% and%more% broadly% in%Canada,% are%
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nonexistent.% According% to% Lukert% (2009a)% “some% tenures% have% certain% rights% that% approach%
complete% private% ownership—the% right% to% transfer% to% a% third% party% for% example—others% are%
severely%constrained%and%are%situated%towards%the%public%end%of%the%spectrum.”%%When%analyzing%
ownership% variants% and% their% associated% rights% it% is% useful% to% disaggregate% these% bundles% of%
attributes.%Tenure%attributes%can%be%typologies%in%numerous%ways.%However,%for%the%purposes%of%
this% report% the% following% twelve% attributes% will% be% used:% 1)% initial% allocation% of% rights,% 2)%
comprehensiveness,%3)%allotment%type,%4)%size%restrictions,%5)%exclusiveness,%6)%transferability,%7)%
export%restrictions,%8)%duration%and%renewability,%9)%fiscal%obligations,%10)%mill%appurtenancy,%%11)%
operational%requirements%and%controls,%12)%security,%mutability%and%compensation.%Descriptions%
for%each%attribute%are%provided%in%Table%2%below.%For%a%comprehensive%review%of%Alberta’s%FMA,%
CTQ,%DTA,%CTP,%LTP%based%on%the%above%twelve%attributes%see%Appendix%A.%
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Table(2:(Characteristics%of%Alberta%Forest%Tenure%

Characteristic( ((((((((((((((((((Description(

1.(Initial(Allocation(of(
Rights(

The%way%in%which%Crown%forest%tenures%are%awarded%Tenures%may%be%
awarded%through%various%types%of%bidding%or%application%processes.%%

2.(Comprehensiveness(
The%extent%to%which%tenure%grants%rights%to%all%the%benefits%flowing%
from%an%asset.%The%larger%the%number%of%rights%granted,%the%more%
comprehensive%is%the%tenure.%

3.(Allotment(Type( Whether%the%rights%granted%are%areaRbased%or%volumeRbased.%

(
4.(Size(Restrictions(
(

The%degree%to%which%tenure%is%restricted%in%size%in%terms%of%area%or%
volume.%

5.(Exclusiveness( The%extent%to%which%an%individual%or%group%is%able%to,%or%allowed%to,%
keep%others%from%accessing%benefits%from%property%rights.%

6.(Transferability( Whether,%and%under%what%conditions,%tenure%can%be%sold%to%a%third%
party.%

7.(Export(restrictions( Whether,%and%under%what%conditions,%goods%to%which%rights%are%
granted%can%be%sold%internationally%and/or%interRprovincially.%

8.(Duration(and(
Renewability(

The%period%over%which%rights%can%be%exercised%and%whether%and%
whether,%and%under%what%conditions,%tenure%can%be%renewed%or%
replaced%with%a%similar%agreement.%

9.(Fiscal(Obligations(
The%disbursements,%such%as%stumpage%fees,%land%rents,%user%fees%and%
other%charges%that%tenure%holders%must%make%in%order%to%exercise%their%
rights.%

10.(Mill(Appurtenancy( Whether%the%wood%harvested%from%tenure%must,%in%whole%or%in%part,%be%
delivered%to%a%designated%mill.%

(
11.(Operational(
Requirements(and(
Controls(

Operational%requirements%refer%to%the%various%stipulations%that%
property%holders%must%meet%in%order%to%exercise%and%maintain%their%
rights.%In%the%case%of%forest%tenures,%requirements%can%be%broadly%
classified%into%management%and%harvesting.%%
Operational%controls%are%measures%designed%to%monitor%the%
performance%of%tenure%holders%and%enforce%the%requirements...%

(
12.(Security,(Mutability(
and(Compensation(
(

Security%refers%to%the%confidence%tenure%holders%have%that%
governments%will%remain%committed%to%honouring%and%protecting%the%
rights%granted.%
Mutability%and%compensation%refer%to%the%extent%to%which%a%tenure%can%
be%legally%modified%or%cancelled%during%its%term%and,%in%the%event%of%
such%action,%whether%and%how%tenure%holders%are%compensated.%

Source:%Lukert%2009a%
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5.1.4.(Federal(Jurisdiction(Related(to(Forestry(
According% to% the%Canadian%Constitution% (Constitution$Act,% 1867),% the% primary% right% to%manage%
forests% rests% with% provincial% governments.% However,% the% federal% government% of% Canada% does%
have% jurisdiction% over% federally% owned% lands% (which% include% forests)% and% waters% (generally%
federal% park% areas,% Aboriginal% lands,% and% national% defence% areas,% or% research% stations)—
approximately% 9%% of% Alberta’s% forested% land% base.% Related% to% the% environment,% the% federal%
government% also% has% jurisdictional% responsibility% to% oversee% trade% and% commerce,% fisheries,%
criminal% law,% navigation% and% shipping,% migratory% birds,% species% at% risk,% Indians% and% lands%
reserved% for% Indians,% environmental% assessments% at% a% federal% level% (where% the% federal%
government% is%a%proponent,%owns% land,%provided%money,%or% is% required% to% issue%some% form%of%
approval% for% a% project),% and% residual% power% (Peace% Order% and% Good% Governance% [POGG])%
related% to% anything% not% assigned% to% the% provincial% crown% pursuant% to% section% 92% of% the%
Constitution$Act.%Where% there% is%direct%conflict%between% the%use%of%a%provincial%power%and% the%
use%of%federal%power,%the%use%of%the%federal%power%usually%prevails%(doctrine%of%paramountcy).%%
%
The%federal%environmental%laws%most%relevant%to%forestry%operations%in%Alberta%are%the%Fisheries$
Act,%and%the%Migratory$Birds$Convention$Act.%For%a%description%of%these%Acts%see%Appendix%D.%
%
The% federal% government% promotes% forestry% research% and% development,% and% regulates% forestry%
activity%on%federal% lands%under%the%federal%Forestry%Act,%which%is%primarily%administered%by%The%
Department% of% Natural% Resources% Canada.% The% Department% also% undertakes% research% and%
policy%initiatives%through%the%Canadian%Forest%Service%(CFS).%
%
According% to% Boyd% (2003)% “In% practice,% the% federal% government’s% role% [related% to% forestry]% is%
limited% to% conducting% research,% participating% in% international% negotiations% related% to% the%
conservation% and% use% of% forests,% coordinating% national% forest% strategies,% and% promoting%
Canadian% forest% products% to% foreign% buyers.”% However,% with% cuts% totalling% 57%% of% the% CFS%
budget% by% the% end% of% the% 1990s,% and% the% lack% of% resolution% to% significant% trade% disputes%
(particularly% Softwood% lumber)% the% effectiveness% of% the% federal% government’s% role% in% forest%
related%matters%is%brought%into%question.%%%
%
5.1.5.(Private(Woodlots(
Trees% on% private% lands% are% managed% for% various% purposes,% including% conventional% fibre%
production% (pulp% wood,% and% lumber)k% traditional% nonRtimber% forest% products% (mushrooms,%
wildflowers,%decorative%materials%etc…)k%as%well%as%recreation,%aesthetics,%and%other%ecological%
services.%%
%
With%the%average%size%of%woodlot%property%in%Alberta%ranging%between%60%and%100%acres%
distributed%among%over%15,000%properties,%woodlot%management%can%take%many%forms%for%many%
reasons.%Some%woodlot%owners%choose%selective%timber%harvesting%while%managing%for%nonR
timber%forest%products%and%other%environmental%services%as%a%diversified%approach%to%operating%
their%woodlot.%Other%property%owners%see%advantages%to%more%intensive%plantations%focused%on%
fibre%production%as%an%alternative%to%traditional%agricultural%crops.%More%recently,%wealthy%owners%
from%urban%areas%and%the%oil%patch%have%pushed%the%value%of%private%forested%land%up%in%certain%
geographic%areas.%For%example,%within%reach%of%larger%cities,%private%forested%land%has%become%
worth%more%for%residential%purposes,%recreation%and%real%estate%than%the%commercial%value%of%
fibre%(Brazeau%County,%Grande%Prairie,%Clearwater,%Mountain%View,%Big%Horn,%etc.).%%%
%
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While%it%is%difficult%to%place%a%dollar%amount%on%the%value%of%woodlots%on%private%land,%we%know%
that%10R20%%of%the%annual%sustainable%harvest%of%trees%in%Alberta%comes%from%private%woodlots%
(Figure%6).%Based%on%this%percentage,%and%on%values%set%for%the%forestry%industry,%The%Alberta%
Woodlot%Extension%Program%(WEP)%estimates%the%economic,%environmental%and%social%values%of%
sustainable%woodlot%management%to%be%100%million%dollars%annually%(AWEP%2009).%
%
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((Source:%National%Forest%Database%Program,%2006%(Received%from%Tozo%Bosic)%%(
((Figure(6:(Percentage%of%Total%Alberta%Wood%Harvest%Coming%off%Private%Land(
%

There%are%no%specific%laws%in%Alberta%that%determine%what%owners%of%private%forest%land%can%and%
can% not% do% when% managing% their% trees.% However,% there% are% regulations% pertaining% to%
environment,%fisheries,%soils,%fire%prevention%and%transportation%that%will%influence%the%activities%of%
individual%woodlot%operators.%The%main%provincial%statutes%are:(

•% The% Soil$ Conservation$ Act,$ the% Forest$ Prairie$ and$ Protection$ Act,$ the% Alberta$
Environmental$ Protection$ and$ Enhancement$ Act,% the%Water$ Act,% the% Forests$ Act% and%
Motor$ Transport$ Act,$ the$ Municipal$ Government$ Act,$ the%Workers$ Compensation$ and$
Occupational$Health$ and$Safety$Acts$ (see%Appendix%D% for% a% short% description% of% each%
Act).%

•% Federal% statutes% affect% private% and% public% forest% operators% similarly% (see% federal% policy%
related% to% forestry% above).% Of% these,% the% Federal$ Fisheries$ Act% is% the% most% relevant%
federal%legislation%for%most%land%owners.%%

%
5.1.7.(Public(Involvement((
Once% an% FMA% (or% JointRFMA)% is% awarded,% the% FMA% holder% must% develop% a% detailed% Forest%
Management%Plan.%By%law%an%FMA%holder%must%use%public%consultation%during%the%development%
of%a%detailed%Forest%Management%Plan% for% the%area.%A%new%detailed%Forest%Management%Plan%
must%be%submitted%for%review%and%approval%every%10%years,%and%Albertans%have%the%opportunity%
to%get%involved%through%the%public%consultation%process.%%
%

According% to% MacKendric% et% al.% (2001)% “Nearly% twenty% years% ago,% the% provincial% government%
extended%its%public%involvement%mandate%to%all%future%FMAs,%requiring%the%FMA%holder%to%establish%
a%local%advisory%committee%to%assist%in%forest%management.%Although%these%opportunities%present%
an%avenue%for%public%concerns%to%influence%forest%management,%no%mandate%exists%describing%the%
extent%to%which%the%public%should%influence%company%practices.%

%
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The%quality%of%public% involvement% is%at% the%discretion%of% the%company%undertaking%development.%
The%government%does%not%provide%clear%guidelines%for%public%involvement%and%leaves%considerable%
responsibility%with%industry%to%consult%with%the%public%before%development.%As%a%result,%the%extent%
and%effectiveness%of%public%participation%varies%widely.”%

%
Public% consultation% can% include%public% advisory% committees,% town%hall%meetings,% open%houses%
within%the%community,%presentations,%and%information%on%the%timber%company’s%web%sight.%

%
5.1.8.(Aboriginal(Rights(and(the(Forestry(Industry((
Aboriginal%communities%are%distributed%throughout%Alberta%forested%land%and%are%highly%impacted%
by%forestry%operations.%There%are%approximately%45%First%Nations%in%Alberta%distributed%on%three%
treaty% areas% that% comprise% 105% reserve% areas.% Of% these% three% treaty% areas,% treaty% 8% (most%
northerly)%and%some%of%treaty%6%(central)%are%in%highly%forested%lands%(see%Figure%7).%%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %
%

% Source:((First%nations%treaty%map)%http://www.terraRsine.com/AboriginalConsultation040407.htm%(
Figure(7:(First%Nations%Treaty%Map%compared%to%Alberta’s%forested%green%zone(

 
Treaty%lands%in%Canada%are%held%in%trust%by%the%federal%government.%However,%First%Nation%can%
exert%a%substantial%amount%of%control%over%these%lands.%

•% Indian$Act%–%Timber%cutting%Licenses%require%band%council%approval%
•% First$Nations$Land$Management$Act%R%Authority%to%manage%natural%resources%(including%

forests)%may%be%assigned%to%a%band.%%
%
Aboriginal%rights%are%elaborated%under%section%35%of%the%Constitution%Act,%1982%as%well%as%under%
Aboriginal% land%claim%and%treaty%agreements.%The%latter%are%separated%into%three%main%types%of%
Aboriginal% rights% to% land% and% resources% which% include:% ownership,% consultation% and%
accommodation.%
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•% Delgamuuk%v.%British%Columbia:% ‘entrenched%the%principle% that% there% is%always%a%duty%of%
consultation’%This%decision%defines%the%scope%of%Aboriginal%title%to% include%‘the%exclusive%
use%and%occupation%of%the%land’%%

•% The% Haida% Nation% and% Taku% River% Tlingit% Nation% decisions:% require% the% Crown% to%
`accommodate%the%interests’%of%Aboriginal%peoples%in%addition%to%the%obligation%to%consult.%%
This% was% shown% to% be% required% even% if% title% has% not% been% proven,% however% this%
requirement%is%waived%for%third%parties.%%

%
5.1.8.1.(Métis((
Powell% (2003)%provides% the% following%description%of%Métis%access% to% forest%management:%Eight%
Métis%settlement%areas%(owned%by%the%Métis%people)%have%been%established%in%Alberta%throught%
the%Métis$Settlements$Act.$ %The%Act%also%establishes%a%Settlement%Council% for%each%settlement%
area% and% a% Métis% Settlements% General% Council% (composed% of% councillors% from% all% Métis%
Settlement%Councils)%(Powell%2003).%“The%General%Council%has%the%power%to%set%binding%policies%
for%all%Settlement%Councils,%subject% to%settlement%council%approval.%This%Act%also%confers%some%
powers% upon% each%Settlement%Council% to% regulate% activities%within% each% settlement% area.% % For%
example,%each%Settlement%Council%may%make%bylaws% regarding% the% industries%and%businesses%
carried% on% in% the% settlement% areas.% % % As% well,% each% Settlement% Council% may% make% bylaws%
regarding% land% use% and% development% in% the% settlement% area.% % Unless% it% implements% hunting,%
fishing,%trapping%or%gathering%rights,%a%bylaw must%be%consistent%with%the%Métis%Settlements%Act,%
other%enactments%and%applicable%General%Council%Policies%(Powell%2003).”%%
%
“The% Métis% Settlements% Act% has% specific% provisions% regarding% forestry% operations% in% the%
settlement% areas.% General% Council% Policies% respecting% the% prohibition% or% the% regulation% and%
control%of%the%sale,%lease%or%other%disposition%of%timber%in%settlement%areas%may%be%made%by%the%
General%Council%after%consultations%with%the%Minister.%%Once%a%General%Council%Policy%is%in%place,%
each%Settlement%Council%may%make% bylaws% respecting% the% cutting% of% timber% in% the% settlement%
area.%%The%bylaws%may%address:%
%

•% the%amount%of%timber%that%may%be%cutk%

•% the%disposition%of%the%cut%timberk%

•% the%disposition%of%the%proceeds%of%the%sale%of%the%cut%timberk%and%

•% prohibiting% the% cutting% of% timber% otherwise% than% in% accordance%with% the% bylaws% (Powell%
2003).”%

%
“Under% the% General% Council% Timber% Policy,% settlement% councils% are% given% sole% authority% for%
management%of%forest%lands%and%timber%on%the%settlement%area%including%regulation%of%harvesting%
and%long%term%forest%management%planning.%To%provide%consistency%among%all%settlement%areas,%
a%model%bylaw%is%attached%to%the%General%Council%Timber%Policy,%which%applies%to%all%settlement%
areas.% Timber%management% guidelines% that% govern% timber% operations% in% settlement% areas% are%
attached% to% the% model% bylaw.% The% timber% management% guidelines% cover% matters% such% as%
watershed%protection,%integrated%resource%management%and%harvest%planning%and%operations%for%
sustained%yield%(Powell%2003).”%
%
5.1.9.(Ecological(Conditions(
Forestry%operations%concerned%with% fibre%extraction%are% impacted%by%a% range%of%environmental%
factors.% These% factors% can% include% insectsk% nematodesk% microorganisms% (viruses,% bacteria,%
fungi)k% parasitic% plantsk% mammalsk% birdsk% noxious% and% restricted% weedsk% and% nonRinfectious%
disorders% caused% by% climate,% soil,% applied% chemicals,% air% pollutants% and% other% physiographic%
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conditions.%Both% the%Alberta%provincial%government%and% industry%work% to%mitigate% the% impact%of%
these%environmental%factors%on%the%industry.%%
%
Mountain%pine%beetles%pose%a%serious% threat% to%Alberta's% forests.%Left%unmanaged,%MPB%could%
devastate%Alberta's%pine%forests%and%spread%eastward%across%Canada's%boreal%region.%The%forest%
industry% has% been% aggressively% harvesting% infested% areas% in% the% province% according% to% the%
provinces% pine% beetle%management% strategy% by% adjusting% their% operational% plans. Other% forest%
pests% include%spruce%budworm%and% forest% tent%caterpillar%and%a%number%of%diseasesk%however,%
they%currently%do%not%pose%the%environmental%threat%MPB%does%to%the%province%or%forest%industry.%
%
As% of% September% 22,% 2009% the% province% has% responded% to% 1523%wildfires%which% have% burned%
over%64,270.27%ha.%Fires%represent%a%natural%cycle%for%forest%renewal%in%Alberta%especially%in%pine%
forests%and%are%predominantly%lightning%caused.%Fire%has%impacts%on%the%forest%industry%through%
destruction%of%the%resource%to%added%costs%to%mills%in%processing%burned%wood,%and%planning%of%
salvage% operations% outside% of% normal% operating% areas.% This% represents% a% significant% dollar%
commitment% in% operational% planning% and% the% protection% of% forests% assets.% The% environmental%
impact% to% the% forest% industry% through% loss%of% the% resource%and%subsequent%changes% to%harvest%
planning% has% cost% untold% dollars% to%many% companies% over% the% years% and% has% the% potential% of%
wiping%out%an%entire%FMA%such%as%nearly%happened%in%the%1998%Virginia%Hills%fire.%The%GOA%has%
the%responsibility%of%protecting%property%and%forests%while%mitigating%the%environmental%impacts.%%
Forest% companies% must% pay% holding% and% forest% protection% charges% to% SRD% for% fire% fighting%
services.%
%
The%forest%industry%must%plan%for%the%management%of%fishery%and%wildlife%habitat%on%public%lands%
at% their%expense.% %The%biggest% issues%surrounding%wildlife%management% from%an%environmental%
NGO%perspective%is%with%the%management%of%Caribou%and%Grizzly%populations%in%specific%regions%
of%Alberta,%and%the%environmental%considerations%that%must%be%considered%by%forest%companies.%
The%forest%industries%in%these%specific%areas%have%worked%to%mitigate%the%environmental%impacts%
to%these%species%and%their%habitats%through%operational%planning%and%science%based%information.%
%%
For% fisheries,% environmental% considerations% from% stream% crossings,% sedimentation,% bridges,%
water%quality% and% temperature,% riparian%protection%and%other%aspects%are%necessary% to%ensure%
protection%of%both%the%fish%populations%and%their%habitats.%
%
5.1.9.1.(Negative(Environmental(Externalities(Related(to(Forestry(
According% to% the% Pembina% institute,% “primary% [forest% externality]% concerns% relate% to% herbicide%
application,% as% well% as% machinery% and% energy% use.% The% trend% towards% herbicide% application%
results% in% simplification% of% forest% structure,% loss% of% habitat,% and% ultimately,% loss% of% genetic%
resources%which%can%have%both%immediate%and%long%term%cost%implications.%Energy%use,%and%the%
resulting% GHG% emissions,% is% a% much%more% global% concern% which% may% have% short% term% costs%
related%to%carbon%markets,%and%longer%term%implications%in%terms%of%climate%change.%
%
Outside%of%the%identified%trends,%like%agriculture,%land%conversion%is%the%activity%with%the%greatest%
impact% upon% ecosystem% services.% These% initial% decisions% have% long% term% impacts% upon% the%
ecosystem% services% provided% by% forests.% A% particularly% damaging% type% of% conversion% is% from%
native%forest%to%plantations,%which%lack%many%of%the%properties%of%natural%forest%cover.%
%
Furthermore,% logging%roads%continue%to%be%a%concern%as%a%driver%of%externalities.% In%addition%to%
their%habitat% impacts,% logging%roads%have%significant%hydrological% impacts,%as%well%as%acting%as%
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an%indirect%driver%of%fuel%use%(or%a%direct%driver%of%GHG%emissions%in%the%case%of%paved%roads).”%
For%a%summary%table%of%negative%externalities%associated%to%forestry%activities%see%Appendix%C.%%
%

5.2.(Economic(Drivers((the%forest%economics%aspect%of%the%business%model)(
Forest% industry% competitiveness% is% complex.% % Alberta’s% forest% industry% has% developed% under% a%
system% that% is% focused% on% the% attraction% of% capital% using% secure% fibre% supply% and% highly%
competitive% cost% structures% to% access% and% serve% the%market.% Several% key% fundamentals% have%
shaped%Alberta’s%current%forest%industry%–%fibre,%capital,%technology%and%markets.%

Even% with% high% capital% costs,% it% has% been% relatively% easy% to% obtain% financing% for% new% mill%
construction% in% Alberta.% Other% requirements% (fibre% and% technology)% have% also% been% readily%
available,% encouraging% new% entrants% to% the% industry.% At% the% same% time,% policies% have%made% it%
difficult%to%close%facilities%struggling%with%marginal%production%in%most%forest%product%sectors.%%

Ease% of% entry% and% barriers% to% exit% have% also% supported% a% highly% competitive% industry.%%
Consequently,% forest% sector% earnings%are%generally%made%at% the%margins,% and%as% the% costs% of%
operation%increase%the%profit%margins%decline.%%

Forest%products%manufactured%in%Alberta%are%by%and%large%commodities%with%little%differentiation%
in% the%marketplace.% % As% a% result,% producers% are% priceRtakers% rather% than% priceRsetters% and% are%
subject% to% a% lack% of% stability% in% product% prices% (particularly% in% the% solid% wood% sector).% % Price%
volatility% is% sustained% because% producers% are% slow% to% react% to% changing% market% conditions%
(demand)%often%maintaining%production%through%down%markets.%%%

Alberta%forest%products%are%largely%exported.%Approximately%80%%of%all%forest%products%produced%
in% Alberta% are% sent% to% the%US,% constituting% our% largest%market.% % As% a% result,% overall% economic%
health% of% importing% countries% (particularly% the% US)% is% paramount.% % Market% forecasts% are% not%
encouraging% for%Alberta’s% industry%sectors%with%demand%and%pricing%predicted% to%soften%or%stay%
flat.% % Moreover,% recently% several% macroReconomic% factors% have% changed,% reducing% the%
competitiveness% of% Alberta% forest% products.% Besides% rising% costs% and% depressed% markets,%
economic%shifts%impacting%the%forest%industry%in%Alberta%include:%

•% Rapid%appreciation%in%the%Canadian/U.S.%exchange%ratek%

•% Softwood%lumber%export%chargesk%

•% Regional%cost%structures%related%to%monopolistic%rail%servicek%and%

•% The%global%nature%of%capital%markets%(lower%cost%producers%found%elsewhere)%

Low% costs% have% been% the% primary% focus% for% all% sectors%with% government% and% industry%working%
together%to%maintain%cost%leadership%when%compared%to%other%jurisdictions.%%However,%the%costs%
to%access%fibre,%manufacture%and%get%products%to%market%have%increased%over%time.%%%

Balancing% costs%and% revenues%poses%a% challenge.% %Recently,% several%macroReconomic% factors%
have% converged% (weak% commodity% prices,% strong% Canadian% dollar,% softwood% lumber% duties,%
increasing% energy% rates)% resulting% in% reduced% forestry% earnings.% Alberta% forest% industries’%
earnings% have% varied% by% product,% but% have% generally% been% low% compared% to% international%
competitors.% % Industry% is% also% unhappy% with% its% share% of% increasing% costs% associated% with% the%
gradual% shift% from%sustainable% timber%management% to% sustainable% forest%management%and% the%
need%for%greater%integration%of%users%of%finite%land%capacity.%%%

This%cost/revenue%relationship%has%also%awakened%forestRbased%communities% to% the%reality% that%
commodity% forest%product%manufacturing% is%subject% to%global%competition%and%communities%are%
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seeking% alternatives% that% could% provide% stability% throughout% the% market% cycle.% Conflict% and%
contradiction%between%industry,%government%bureaucracy%and%communities%is%increasing%due%to%
a%forest%business%model%that%is%not%flexible%or%well%suited%to%alternatives%that%accommodate%wide%
ranging%and%shifting%objectives.%

Without%the%potential%for%strong%earnings,%Alberta’s%forest%industry%risks%losing%the%capital%needed%
to%remain%competitive%over%the%longRterm.%Forest%product%manufacturers%generally%pursue%leastR
cost% production% strategies% that% require% investment% in% efficient% technology% and% the%merger% and%
acquisition% of% tenure% to% achieve% competitive% economies% of% scale% and% spread% increasing% costs%
over% greater% volumes.% % However,% for% many% producers,% managing% regulatory% costs% through%
economy%of%scale%may%not%be%feasible.%As%a%result,%the%cost%of%forest%management%is%considered%
to%be%a%strategic%and%competitive%disadvantage.%%
%
5.2.1.(International(Markets(and(Trade(
Alberta% is% bound% by%measures% under% trade% agreements% and% conventions% signed% between% the%
government%of%Canada%and%other%jurisdictions%globally.%Free%trade%agreements%(FTAs)%are%vital%
to%Alberta's%forest%industry%because%they%reduce%barriers%to%trade%and%maximize%opportunities%for%
Alberta%businesses%in%foreign%markets.%In%2008,%forest%products%comprised%approximately%2%%of%
all%exports%in%Alberta.%%
%
The%North%American%Free%Trade%Agreement%(NAFTA)%has%been%of%particular%benefit%to%Alberta’s%
economy.% Today,% the% United% States% remains% Alberta’s% most% important% market% and% trading%
partner% comprising% 88%% of% all% Alberta% exports% in% 2008% (Figure% 8).% Approximately,% 80%% of%
Alberta’s%forest%product%exports%now%go%to%the%USA.%
%

%%%%%%%%%%Asia%Pacific%

 
 
Figure(8:(Distribution%of%Alberta's%Export%Destinations%by%Region(in%2008%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Closer%ties%with%Asia%and%the%pacific%trading%nations%and%their%growth%engines%are%seen%by%many%
to% be% an% opportunity% for% Canada.% Next% to% the% United% States,% Asia% pacific% nations% comprised%
nearly%7%%of%Alberta’s%exports%in%2008%(Figure%8).%For%example,%the%building%products%sector%in%
Japan% is% already% viewed% as% a% key% trade% opportunity% by% the% Alberta% government% and% forest%
industry.% The% Japanese% housing% market% offers% tremendous% potential,% particularly% if% progress%
continues%to%be%made%in%the%liberalization%of%Japanese%building%codes.%
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Alberta%benefited%from%the%July%1996%decision%by%the%Japanese%Ministry%of%Construction%(MOC)%
to% permit% the% use% of% North% American% graded% lumber% as% equivalent% to% Japanese% Agricultural%
Standards% (JAS)% lumber% for% “2x4”%housing%construction.% %The%approval% for%NLGA%standards%of%
lumber% graded% and% labelled% by% the% Alberta% Forest% Products% Association% was% particularly%
important.%%As%a%result,%nearly%all%Alberta%mills%with%export%interests%can%ship%construction%grade%
lumber%directly%to%Japan%without%further%grading%to%the%JAS%standard.%%With%this%in%mind,%Alberta%
continues% to% encourage% negotiations% between% Canada% and% Japan% with% a% view% to% achieving%
further%deregulation% for%our%building%products% that%would% increase%opportunity% for%valueRadded,%
secondary%manufactured%products,%and%particularly%wood%components.%
%
Canada%is%currently%pursuing%many%new%FTA’s%including%with%the%BRIC%nations%(Brazil,%India%and%
China)%and%is%in%the%first%stages%of%negotiations%with%the%European%Commission%(EU)%on%a%FTA%
agreement.%The%CanadaREU%FTA%Negotiations%are%especially%significant%in%that%for%the%first%time%
Provinces% are% permitted% to% participate% in% the% negotiations% where% provincial% interests% are%
concerned.%%These%FTA’s%are%important%in%reducing%tariffs%among%our%trading%partners%providing%
the%opportunities%for%industry%to%diversify%their%markets%and%their%products.%
%
5.2.2.(Cost(Considerations(
Lowering%costs%are%one%method% to%competitive%success% for%all%sectors% in%Alberta.% In% relation% to%
forestry,% government% and% industry% have% worked% together% to% maintain% cost% leadership% when%
compared%to%other%jurisdictions.%This%is%considered%to%offset%Alberta’s%competitive%disadvantages%
related% to% the% distances% to% markets% and% distance% to% ports.% % Primary% inputs% of% fibre,% labour,%
transportation%and%energy%have%increased%recently%and%while%increases%over%time%are%expected,%
the% rise% and% sustained% appreciation% of% the% Canadian% dollar% relative% to% the% U.S.% dollar% has%
substantially% reduced% forestry% revenues%and%capital% investment% in% this%exportRfocused% industry.%%
Over% the%past%several%years,%growing%concern%has%been%expressed%by% the% forest% industry%over%
what% has% been% characterized% as% a% steady% erosion% of% competitive% advantage.% Policies% that%
address%all%of%the%values%captured%by%the%forests%in%Alberta%while%maintaining%cost%sensitivity%are%
likely%to%have%greater% long%term%success%than%simply%seeking%out%efficiency%and%cost%cutting%by%
government%and%industry.%
%
5.2.2.1.(Wood(Fibre(Costs(
Wood%fibre%cost%is%a%considerable%cost%to%all%the%forest%sector%industries.%%Alberta%has%maintained%
a%competitive%edge%over%neighbouring%jurisdictions%with%both%hardwood%and%softwood%producers%
experiencing%lower%delivered%wood%costs%than%competing%regions.%

However,%while%maintaining%relatively%steady%state%and%highly%competitive%delivered%wood%costs,%
Alberta’s%cost%advantage%has%significantly%declined%(i.e.%delivered%wood%costs%in%the%BC%Interior%
have%steadily%dropped%since%2001)%attributed%in%large%part%to%increasing%trucking%costs%based%on%
strong%demand,%high%fuel%prices%and%labour%shortages.%%

Rising% fibre% costs% may% impact% current% and% future% investments% in% Alberta’s% forest% industry.%%
Additionally,% the%ability%of% industry% to%attract%new%capital%has%diminished%particularly%with%weak%
market%conditions%forecasted%to%persist%for%some%time.%%%%
%
5.2.2.2.(Energy((
Energy%represents%another%input%cost%for%the%forest%industry,%impacting%Alberta’s%industry%sectors%
to% a% lesser% or% greater% degree% depending% on% their% relative% proportion% of% use% and% overall%
dependency.% % Correspondingly,% all% sectors% are% impacted% by% increasing% energy% costs.% % For%
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newsprint%and%CTMP%facilities,%electricity%costs%represent%a%larger%portion%of%total%operating%costs%
than%other%sectors%(solid%wood%and%pulp).%

5.2.2.3.(Labour(
Labour% is%also%an% important% factor% that% requires%careful%consideration% in% terms%of%matching% the%
dimensions% of% labour% availability% with% technological% milling% capacity% and% the% needs% of% the%
communities%in%which%the%industry%operates.%%Labour%has%been%an%important%competitive%strength%
in%Alberta%due%to%access%to%an%abundant%well%educated%workforce.%%%

Over% the% past% several% years% skilled% labour% has% become% an% increasingly% scarce% commodity%
across%the%country.%%However,%Alberta%forest%companies%have%been%particularly%hard%hit%as%they%
struggle% to%compete%with% the%energy%sector.%This%combination%of%scarce% labour%availability%and%
escalating%labour%rates%has%made%contraction%of%production%and/or%temporary%shut%downs%in%the%
forest%sector%risky%business.% %Some%forest%companies% in%Alberta%are%continuing%to%operate%at%a%
time%when%prices%have%breached%10Ryear%lows%under%fear%that%if%they%curtail%production%(even%for%
a%short%period)%they%will% lose%their% labour%force%to%the%energy%sector.% %Those%facilities%that%have%
temporarily% curtailed% production% may% face% significant% challenges% in% locating% suitable% workers%
when%product%markets%recover.%
%
5.2.2.4.(Transportation((
Freight%and%transportation%is%a%significant%cost%both%in%terms%of%delivering%raw%materials%as%well%
as% getting% finished% products% to% market.% % Alberta’s% vast% resource% land% base% and% temporary%
infrastructure% is%a%competitive%disadvantage%particularly%considering%our%dependence%on%export%
and%proximity%to%our%main%markets.%

Freight%costs%have%increased.%%The%phenomena%of%truck%transport%shortages%and%increasing%fuel%
costs% have% increased% freight% costs.%Rail% transport% also% continues% to% challenge%Alberta’s% forest%
industry%due% to% limited% infrastructure,% increasing% rail% rate%and%minimum%choice%of% rail% transport%
providers.%%%

Recognizing% the% importance% of% transportation,% most% governments% are% working% to% address%
competitive%challenges.% % % Investment%by%government% in% infrastructure%has%been% identified%as%a%
priority%but% the% level% of% investment%has%been% limited% in%Alberta.% %Some%competing% jurisdictions%
have% been% far% more% direct% in% addressing% this% challenge% by% assuming% responsibility% for% road%
building%in%turn%creating%a%competitive%advantage%over%Alberta.%%%

Other% indirect% initiatives% include% programs% to% harmonize% regional% transportation% policies% (i.e.%
truck% weights% and% configuration)% and% build% cooperative% agreements% with% neighbouring%
jurisdictions% to% reduce% shipment% delays% when% crossing% borders% have% been% initiated.% % InterR
provincial%and%international%transportation%standards%have%also%been%seen%by%many%as%a%means%
to%improve%efficiency.%%%
(
5.2.3.(Revenue(Considerations(
While% costs% are,% and% will% always% remain,% important% considerations% in% the% forest% industry,% the%
recent%decline%in%forest%industry%competiveness%has%much%of%its%roots%in%the%appreciation%of%the%
Canadian% dollar% (see% Figure% 9)% resulting% in% a% decline% in% forest% product% revenues.% One% forest%
economic% analyst% claims% that% between% 2001% and% 2006% the% forest% industry,% on% average,% held%
operating%costs%relatively%constant,%while%still%becoming%subject%to%revenue%decreases%of%roughly%
39%.%Earnings%for%the%average%softwood%lumber%producer%over%this%time%dropped%from%27.6%%to%
R3.6%.% %With% this% knowledge,% some%companies% fared%better% than%others%begging% the%question:%
what% was% the% key% to% their% competitive% advantage?% % According% to% resource% economic% theory,%
completive%market%forces%set%regional%prices%structures%for%softwood%lumberk%thereby,%positioning%
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the%producer%as%a%price% taker%with%no%substantial% influence%over% the%amount% received% for% their%
product.%However,%according%to%one%analyst,%top%forest%producers%earned%$10%/%mbf%higher%than%
the% study% samples% average.% If% positioning% relative% to% the% average% revenue% earned% for% ‘similar%
products’%can%be% influenced% it% is% important% to% take%note%of%what% these%position%might% look% like.%
The%following%may%be%potential%explications:%

•% Long%term%contracts%negotiated%with%individual%clients%

•% Differences%in%end%product%mix%based%on%unique%supply%and%demand%functions%
%

5.2.3.1.(Strengthening(Canadian(Dollar(
Virtually% all% forest% and% paper% products% are% priced% and% sold% in% US% dollars.% % The% majority% of%
Canadian%producer’s%expenses%are% in%Canadian%dollars.%With% the%exception%of%companies% that%
have%US%denominated%debt,%weakening%US%currency%has%sharply% impacted% the%bottom% line%of%
Alberta%producers%shipping% to% the%US.% %The% rapid%and%sustained%appreciation%of% the%Canadian%
dollar%has%had%a%most%significant%and%profound%impact%on%forest%industry%profitability%across%the%
country%(Figure%9).%

While% the%appreciating%dollar% is%a%phenomenon% influenced% largely%by%global%competitive% forces%
the% exchange% rate% has% impacted% the% ability% for% some% in% Alberta’s% forest% industry% to% absorb%
increasing%costs%attributed%to%shifting%public%values,%integration%with%other%resource%sectors%and%
the% shift% from% timber%management% to% sustainable% forest%management.%However,% FMA%holders%
are%only%asked%to%mitigate%impacts%of%their%activities%on%these%values.%The%extent%to%which%forest%
operators%manage%for%these%values%remains%quite%variable.%

%
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U.S.RCAN%dollar%exchange%rate.%
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6.(Evaluation(of(the(Current(Business(Model((
Mounting% social% and% economic% pressures% now% bring% into% question% the% relevance% of% current%
policies.%These%pressures% include:% the%softwood% lumber%dispute%with% the%USk%maturation%of% the%
Alberta% forest% product% sectork% global% competitionk% the% economic% needs% of% rural% Albertak%
independent%environmental%certificationk%pressures%in%the%market%placek%and%increasing%demands%
on%Alberta’s%forestlands%for%other%uses%including%gas%and%oil,%agriculture%and%recreation.%%

A%number%of%analyses%identifying%strengths%and%weaknesses%related%to%the%policy%and%economic%
aspects% of% the% forest% industry% business% model% in% Alberta% have% been% conducted% over% the% last%
decade.% Many% of% these% observations% were% sourced% from% interviews% and% workshop% findings%
conducted%by%Alberta%Sustainable%Resource%Development%(SRD).%%
%

6.1.(Public(Policy(
The%forest% fibre%resource% is,% for%all% intents%and%purposes,% fully%allocated.%The% industry% is% facing%
continued%pressures%on%access%to%the%forest%for%the%first%time%and%in%some%cases%coping%poorly%
with%pending%reductions%in%allowable%cuts.%At%the%same%time,%government% is%constrained%by%cut%
backs% in% spending%and%continues% to%move%away% from%direct%management%of% forests% to%one%of%
auditing%and%monitoring.%Forest%based%public%policy%in%Alberta%offers%the%following%strengths%and%
weaknesses%(Table%3).%

%
     Table(3:(Strengths%and%Weakness%of%Public%Policy%Related%to%the%Current%Business%Model%

Strengths( Weaknesses(
•% There%is%well%established%forest%policy%in%

Albertak%

•% Alberta%has%maintained%public%ownership%of%
the%forestk%

•% Tenure%mechanisms%provide%some%
assurance%of%stability%and%predictabilityk%
and%

•% Alberta%has%a%well%diversified%economy.%

%

•% Forest%law%is%embodied%in%a%variety%of%
legislative%instruments%including%the%
Forests$Act,%the%Wildlife$Act,%the%Public$
Lands$Act%and%other%instrumentsk%making%
forest%law%overly%complex%and%limited%in%
transparency.%

•% The%Forests$Act%is%based%on%perpetual%
sustained%yield%while%public%values%have%
shifted%to%sustainable%forest%managementk%%

•% Perpetual%sustained%yield%and%even%flow%
constraints%limit%flexibility%to%respond%to%
market%conditionsk%

•% Current%Government%policies%prescribe%
value%added%activity%that%is%often%
unprofitable,%while%restricting%opportunities%
for%profitable%added%value%behaviourk%

•% Rights%and%obligations%have%changed%
significantly%thereby%increasing%uncertainty,%
and%the%cost%to%industryk%

•% Government%oversight%challenges%
associated%with%forest%tenures%and%forestry%
regulations%are%significantk%

•% Forest%policy%is%not%well%coordinated%and%
sometimes%in%conflict%with%other%land%uses.%
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6.2.(Fibre(
Current%tenure%arrangements%are%principally%focused%on%the%access%to%fibre.%Most%if%not%all%of%the%
resource%has%been%allocated%and%many%factors%have%emerged%that%impact%the%current%and%future%
availability%of%fibre%such%as%environmental%issues,%First%Nations%land%claims%and%concurrent%land%
use%(Oil%and%Gas)%activities.%Despite%tenure%arrangements,%access%to%the%resource%and%a% longR
term,%secure%fibre%basket%are%beginning%to%be%questioned.%Relative% to% fibre,% the%existing% tenure%
system%in%Alberta%offers%the%following%strengths%and%weaknesses%(Table%4).%%

%
((((Table(4:(Strengths%and%Weakness%of%Fibre%Related%to%the%Current%Business%Model(

Strengths( Weaknesses(
•% The%tenure%system%has%been%successful%in%

encouraging%investment%in%processing%and%
manufacturing%facilitiesk%%

•% The%tenure%system%is%familiar%and%
understood%by%industry%and%governmentk%

•% The%tenure%(regulatory)%system%contributes%
to%the%perception%of%good%social%
accountability%(i.e.%prohibition%of%over%
cutting,%mandatory%reforestation)k%

•% The%tenure%system%can%accommodate%the%
rights%and%interests%of%other%land%usersk%

•% Tenures%can%be%withdrawn%in%the%event%of%
nonRperformancek%

•% Facility%operating%requirements,%cut%
controls,%and%controlled%flow%of%products,%
has%arguably%contributed%to%stable%
employment%and%community%stabilityk%and%

•% Forest%tenures%are%considered%a%“saleable%
asset”%to%the%tenure%holder.%%

%

•% Tenure%is%not%a%guarantee%of%access%to%the%
resourcek%

•% There%are%overlapping%tenures%requiring%
multiple%and%sometimes%conflicting%
management%processes%for%a%single%areak%

•% There%is%limited%incentive%to%develop%new%
uses%for%fibrek%

•% Secondary%manufacturing%has%difficulty%
accessing%raw%materialsk%

•% Existing%tenure%does%not%attract%the%capital%
investment%required%for%forest%
enhancementk%

•% Facility%investment%has%resulted%in%capacity%
creep%without%concomitant%investment%in%
the%forest%resourcek%

•% Does%not%provide%comprehensive%
compensation%to%forest%managers%for%forest%
land%base%changesk%

•% Tenure%focus%on%fibre%values%above%all%else%
does%not%optimize%all%forest%resource%
valuesk%

•% Lacks%transparent%market%transactions%to%
value%the%fibrek%

•% Current%political%constraints%limit%
achievement%of%business%efficiencies.%For%
example,%cut%controls%are%economically%
inefficient%as%they%force%production%in%poor%
markets.%

%

6.3.(Technology(and(Manufacturing(
The% forest% industry% has% become% highly% technological% both% in% harvesting% and% manufacturing.%
Technological% advancements% have% resulted% in% a)% higher% utilization% of% whole% trees,% b)% greater%
production,% and% c)% lowered% the% amount% of% labour% input% (jobs/% m³)% required% for% production.%
Relative%to%technology%and%manufacturing,%forestry%in%Alberta%offers%the%following%strengths%and%
weaknesses%(Table%5).%%
%
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((((Table(5:(Strengths%and%Weakness%of%Technology%and%Manufacturing%Related%to%the%Current%Business%Model%
Strengths( Weaknesses(

•% The%Alberta%forest%industry%has,%up%until%
2005,%maintained%capital%investment%in%
manufacturing%facilities%compared%to%other%
jurisdictions%resulting%in%a%relatively%modern%
and%highly%efficient%industryk%

%

•% The%model%does%not%encourage%
development%of%strategic%opportunities%in%
research%and%innovation%(it%stifles%
innovation)%with%respect%to%new%product%
developmentk%

•% There%is%a%lack%of%capital%to%implement%new%
technologiesk%and%

•% The%current%model%does%not%provide%for%
innovations%in%the%use%of%the%resource.%This%
results%in%the%potential%for%logs%to%not%be%
manufactured%into%their%highest%and%best%
use.%

%

6.4.(Markets(
The%market% for%Alberta% products% is% subject% to% global%market% forces.% Participation% in% the% global%
economy%results% in%many%pressures%from%competitors%producing%products%with%many%natural%or%
induced% advantages% over% Alberta% based% products.% Global% market% forces% play% a% significantly%
larger%role%in%the%business%model%affecting%accessibility%and%profit.%Relative%to%markets,%forestry%
in%Alberta%offers%the%following%strengths%and%weaknesses%(Table%6).%%
%
(((((Table(6:(Strengths%and%Weakness%of%Markets%Related%to%the%Current%Business%Model%

Strengths( Weaknesses(
•% There%is%a%wellRestablished%market%for%

forest%products.%

•% The%global%market%place%provides%the%
potential%for%expanding%markets%for%Alberta%
forest%products.%

•% Alberta%is%highly%reliant%on%the%US%market%
(as%long%as%there%is%demand)%

•% Alberta%is%highly%reliant%on%the%US%market%
(when%there%is%not%demand)k%

•% The%Alberta%forest%industry%lacks%
meaningful%forest%product%and%service%
diversification,%and%consequently,%access%to%
a%diversity%of%product%and%service%markets.%%

•% There%is%no%premium%for%certificationk%

•% The%current%model%is%weak%in%the%
development%of%products%that%capitalize%on%
our%natural%strengths%in%tree%species%and%
log%characteristicsk%

•% The%current%system%inhibits%market%based%
decision%makingk%

•% Alberta%is%“landlocked”%and%not%well%
positioned%to%efficiently%deliver%products%to%
the%broader%global%marketk%

•% Alberta%is%subject%to%international%and%
national%trade%initiatives%and%issues%(e.g.%
softwood%lumber,%etc)k%

•% Conventional%wood%product%markets%do%not%
provide%returns%to%overcome%inflationary%
effects%of%the%energy%sector%boom%
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6.5.(Capital((cost(and(returns)(
The%current%model% is%characterized%by%being%highly%capital% intensive.% %All% facets%of% the% industry%
are% facing% global% competition% that% has% significantly% reduced% or% eliminated% any% new% capital%
generation% as% costs% have% been% squeezed.% % Other% regions% of% the% world% are% offering% greater%
returns%on%capital%employed%and%are%attracting%the% investment/reinvestment%capital.%Relative%to%
capital,%forestry%in%Alberta%offers%the%following%strengths%and%weaknesses%(Table%7)%

%
(((((Table(7:(Strengths%and%Weakness%of%Capital%(costs%and%returns)%Related%to%the%Current%Business%Model(

Strengths( Weaknesses(
•% The%current%stumpage%system%is%designed%

to%moderately%adjust%to%market%conditionsk%
and%

•% The%Alberta%forest%industry%has%been%a%low%
cost%producer%when%compared%to%other%
Canadian%producers.%

•% Low%or%negative%returns%resulting%in%little%
capital%to%reRinvestk%

•% Fluctuating%currency%rates%and%a%
weakening%U.S%dollar%resulting%in%reduced%
return%to%Canadian%producersk%and%%

•% The%current%system%does%not%provide%
incentives%for%those%that%pursue%value%
added%initiatives.%

 

7.(The(Future(State(of(Alberta’s(Forest(Industry(
Over% time,% Alberta’s% forest% industry% has% encountered% difficult% environmental,% economic% and%
social% issues% that%have%been%challenging% to%address% in%any%substantive%manner.%As%described%
above,% the% forest% industry% is% currently% facing% economic% relevance% and% a% prescriptive% policy%
regime%that%lacks%the%appropriate%mechanisms%to%allow%industry%and%communities%to%respond%to%
and% take% advantage% of% local% circumstances.% Compound% this% with% the% wide% range% of% resource%
specific%policy%regimes%overlapping%one%another%on%the%same%land%base,%and% it%becomes%clear%
that%alternative%approaches%are%necessary.%
%

7.1.(Land(Use(Framework(and(the(Alberta(Land(Stewardship(Act(
The% LandRuse% Framework% is% meant% to% be% a% comprehensive% approach% to% planning% to% better%
manage% public% and% private% lands% and% natural% resources% to% achieve% Alberta’s% longRterm%
economic,%environmental%and%social%goals.%%

ALSA%creates%the%authority%for%a%set%of%regional%plans%within%each%of%the%seven%regions%identified%
in% the% LandRuse% Framework.% There% are% 25% acts,% including% the% Forests$ Act,% proposed% for%
amendment% by% The% Alberta$ Land$ Stewardship$ Act$ (ALSA).% Many% of% these% acts% have%
components% that% are% applicable% to% forestry% in% Alberta% and% these% components% may% also% see%
change%through%the%upcoming%amendments%(Appendix%B).%

Four% conservation% and% stewardship% tools% are% defined% in% the% Act% to% help% protect% specific%
landscapes,%viewscapes,%and%lands%of%ecological%or%heritage%value.%The%tools%are%conservation%
easements,%conservation%offsets,%conservation%directives%and%transfer%of%development%credits%

ALSA%was%passed%in%the%spring%2009%session%of%the%Alberta%Legislature%receiving%Royal%Assent%
on%June%4,%2009.%The%law%was%proclaimed%October%1,%2009.%Of%the%25%legislative%acts%up%for%
amendment,%the%Forests$Act%directly%affects%forest%operation%in%Alberta.%%%
%
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7.1.1.(Forests'Act(Amendments(
Forest% resource%management%amendments%provide%clarity%on% the%decisions% that% can%be%made%
with%respect%to%timber%dispositions%and%quotas%in%support%of%regional%plans.%Examples%include:%

•% acknowledgement%of%regional%plans%and%their%authority%over%forest%plans%and%dispositions%
issued%under%the%Forests$Actk%

•% the%ability%to%divide%existing%allocations%of%timber%according%to%planning%regions%–%enables%
conservation%tools%described%in%Alberta$Land$Stewardship$Act$

•% Section$16$–$refers$to$‘sustainable$forest$management’$vs.$‘yield’(outdated)$
(
7.2.(Ecosystem(Services(in(Forestry((considering%MarketRbased%Instruments)(
In% their% upcoming% State% of% Knowledge% Project,% Anderson% et% al.% (2009)% have% provided% an%
overview%of%Ecosystem%Services%(ES)%as%they%apply%to%the%current%policy%structure%of%forestry%in%
Canada.%The%following%are%direct%insights%from%their%work.%%

•% Provincial%governments%can%and%do%grant%ES%access%and/or%management%rights,%and%use%
rights,% on% forested% public% lands,% to% third% parties% through% some% of% the% following%
instruments:% leases,% freehold% titles,% permits,% licenses,% and% land% tenure% or% cooperative%
management%agreements,%to%name%a%few.%%

o% E.g.%hunting%licenses,%recreation%permits,%etc…%
•% The% characteristics% of% these% rights% allocations% or% tenure% arrangements% are% not%

homogeneous%(see%section%on%property%rights%above).%

•% While% forest% tenures% vary% considerably,% none% of% them% allocate% rights% to% the% land% or% to%
other%resources%beyond%timber%(see%‘Comprehensiveness’%in%Table%2%and%Appendix%A).%%

•% Existing% allocation% approaches% in% the% various% provinces% offer% models% that% could% be%
followed%in%developing%regimes%for%emerging%types%of%ES,%such%as%carbon%or%biodiversity.%%%

•% Only% one% Canadian% jurisdiction% so% far% has% begun% to% clarify% ownership% rights% for% forest%
carbon.% Alberta’s%Climate$Change$ and$Emissions$Management$Act% states% that% “a% sink%
right% is%a%property% right”% (s.%9).% %According% to% the%Act% the%carbon%sink% right% is% “the% legal%
interest,% and%any% commercial% or% other% interest,% in% a% sink”% (s.1% f).% (Climate%Change%and%
Emissions%Management%Act,%2003,%Chapter%16.7,%s.%1%f).%%Although%%Alberta%has%not%yet%
specified%who%owns%the%sink%rights,% it%has%granted%power% to% the%Lieutenant%Governor% in%
Council%to%“make%regulations%respecting%emission%offsets,%credits%and%%sink%rights%for%the%
purpose% of% achieving% reductions% in% specified% gas% emissions”% (Climate% Change% and%
Emissions%Management%Act,%2007,%s.%4%a,%4b).%These%regulations%may%include%provisions%
respecting%the%description%and%nature%of%%the%sink%rights,%and%they%can%also%address%“the%
manner% in%which%and% the% terms%and%conditions%subject% to%which%…%sink% rights%may%be%
created,% obtained,% distributed,% exchanged,% traded,% sold,% used,% varied% and% cancelled”%
(Climate%Change%and%Emissions%Management%Act,%2007,%s.%4b)%

%
7.2.1.(Aboriginals(and(ES(
For%the%forestry%industry,%when%Aboriginal%groups%have%a%title%claim%to%land%or%reserve%area,%their%
right%to%sell%ES%is%quite%strong.%According%to%Anderson%et%al.:%%

“Where%the%group%is%relying%on%resource%use%or%harvest%rights,%under%a%treaty%or%the%Constitution,%
the%claim%over%ES%will%vary%depending%on%the%nature%and%the%strength%of%the%right%being%asserted.%
Generally% speaking,% claims% to% biodiversity% offset% rights%will% normally% be% stronger% than% claims% to%
forest%carbon%rights,%although%both%will%depend%on%showing%a%right%to%commercial%use,%which%can%
be%difficult.%At%the%very%least,%a%right%to%consultation%and%accommodation%will%arise%if%the%allocation%
of%ES%is%likely%to%affect%any%Aboriginal%right%or%claim.%Such%consultation%could%include%negotiations%
about%allocation%of%rights%(citations%removed).”%

%
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7.3.(MarketbBased(Instruments(for(Forestry((
Anderson%et%al.%(2009)%have%examined%the%use%of%several%MBIs%that%have%potential% in%Alberta’s%
forest% industry—certification,%conservation%offsets,% tradable%disturbance%permits,%Forest%carbon%
tendering.%Detailed%descriptions%of%the%particular%instruments%are%not%included%below.%Rather,%the%
following% will% address% the% applicability% of% such% instruments% in% forestry% (opportunities% and%
challenges)%and%comes%verbatim%from%Anderson%et%al.’s%work.%%
%
7.3.1.(Conservation(Offsets(–%all%from%Anderson%et%al.(
Long%term%areaRbased%tenures%where%forestry%firms%manage%large%tracts%of%public%land%make%a%
conservation%auction%system%applicable.%Furthermore,%it%is%likely%that%there%is%significant%
heterogeneity%between%firms%in%supplying%ecosystem%services%because%of%differences%in%things%
like%land%productivity,%transportation%costs,%management%factors,%and%the%volumes%and%qualities%
of%standing%timber.%%
%

•% One%challenge%for%conservation%offsets%is%determining%who%would%have%a%right%to%sell%
ecosystem%services.%%

•% A%conservation%contract%could%entail%the%government%(or%other%industry)%paying%forestry%
firms%for%not%harvesting%rare%and%threatened%ecosystems.%Such%a%system%could%reduce%
the%costs%of%achieving%conservation%objectives%by%providing%the%flexibility%to%firms%to%
substitute%their%impacts%over%time%and%space.%%

•% Forest%companies%have%a%better%private%understanding%of%the%costs%of%providing%a%
particular%ES%through%changes%in%forest%management%practices%on%their%forest%
management%areask%whereas%governments,%through%valuation%studies,%understand%what%
society%is%willing%to%pay%for%a%particular%ES.%By%collecting%bids%for%ES%provision,%public%
funds%can%be%allocated%to%the%lowest%cost%provider.%%

•% It%is%important%that%payments%for%conservation%activities%go%beyond%what%is%required%under%
existing%tenure%agreements%therefore%the%establishment%of%baselines%will%be%critical%for%
such%systems%to%be%effective.%%

•% Finally,%offsets%highlight%the%problem%of%overlapping%tenures,%since%the%offsets%and%
ecosystem%services%provided%by%forest%companies%may%not%necessarily%be%protected%
from%subRsurface%development.%The%duration%and%protection%of%the%services%provided%by%
surface%management%must%be%addressed%in%the%policy%design.%%

%
7.3.2.(Certification(
“Forest% certification% is% the% most% widely% used% marketRbased% instrument% for% Sustainable% Forest%
Management% (SFM)% in% Canada.% The% following% certification% schemes% operate% in% Canada:%
Canadian% Standards% Association,% Forest% Stewardship% Council,% and% Sustainable% Forestry%
Initiative%(citation%removed)%(Anderson%et%al.%2009).”%%%
%

•% “In% most% jurisdictions% forest% certification% is% voluntary,% and% depending% on% the% level% of%
performance%required%by%the%particular%certification%scheme,%can%be%costly%to%implement.%%

•% An%important%consideration%in%making%this%decision%is%if%there%exists%a%price%premium%for%
certified% forest% products,% or% whether% the% certification% will% protect% or% increase% market%
share.% Previous% valuation% studies% for% various% forest% certification% schemes% have% shown%
mixed% results% with% respect% to% the% existence% of% a% price% premium,% suggesting% that%
certification%is%a%means%of%nonRprice%competition%for%market%share%(citations%removed).%

•% Once% firms%make% a% decision% to% certify% they%must% decide%which% certification% scheme% to%
pursue.%Certification%schemes%which%focus%on%management%systems—such%as%Canadian%
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Standards%Association%and%Sustainable%Forestry%Initiative—require%fewer%costly%changes%
for% forestry% firms,% and% are% therefore% popular% within% the% industry.% However,% links% to%
ecological%outcomes%are%less%clear.%Environmentalists%prefer%forest%certification%schemes%
with%prescriptive%rules%based%on%the%independent%review%of%scientists%(citation%removed).%

•% Alberta’s% Forest% Stewardship% Council% Environment% Chamber% (FSCEC)—comprised% of%
the% Alberta%Wilderness% Association,% Albertans% for% a%Wild% Chinchaga,% Canadian% Parks%
and%Wilderness%SocietyREdmonton%Chapter,%and%the%Federation%of%Alberta%Naturalists—
supports%FSC%certification,%which%it%believes%has%the%highest%standards%for%performance%
(citation%removed)%(Anderson%et%al.%2009).%%%

%
Vertinsky% (2009)% argues% that% certification% can% also% offers% an% opportunity% to% reduce% certain%
regulations% that% impede% the% effective% implementation% of% a% “flexible% resultRbased% regulatory%
systems”%%

“Alternative% to% a% tight% command% and% control% regime% is% the% use% of% certification% by% trusted%
independent% nonRgovernmental% certification% systems% (e.g.% FSC)% can% create% a% higher% degree% of%
trust.% The% issue% then% becomes% which% certification% system% should% the% government% delegate%
authority%to%and%will%that%system%reflect%public%preferences.”%

%
7.3.3.(Transferable(Disturbance(Permits((TDP)(–%all%from%Anderson%et%al.(
Tradable%rights%are%a%common%approach%for%addressing%open%access%problems%in%the%fisheries,%
and%for%managing%aggregate%air%emission%problems.%%In%the%case%of%tradable%disturbance%permits%
(TDPs),% the%government%allocates% the% right% to%disturb%a% certain% amount% (e.g.,% one%hectare%per%
permit)%of%a%particular%habitat% type% in%a%given%year% (citation% removed).%The%number%of%TDPs% is%
capped,%creating%scarcityk%and%since%TDPs%can%be%traded,%a%market%price%for%each%habitat%type%
will%emerge.%By%considering%TDP%prices%in%development%decisions,%the%opportunity%cost%(i.e.,%the%
value% of% the% next% best% alternative% foregone% as% the% result% of%making% a% decision)% is%minimized.%
These% cost% savings% can% then% be% applied% towards% habitat% preservation% (citation% removed).%
Furthermore,% conservation%offsets% can%be% incorporated% in% this% program%and%applied%as% credits%
against%permit%requirements.%%

•% The%TDP% system% could% be% a% cost% effective%means% of% addressing% the% open% access%market%
failure% currently% facing% many% Canadian% forests.% Indeed,%Weber% (2004)% models% the% Boreal%
Forest% Natural% Region% of% Alberta,% and% finds% that% a% TDP% system% significantly% increases%
preservation%areas%and%species%representation.%Generally%speaking,%the%TDP%system%rations%
access%to%the%land%so%that:%%
i.% land%goes%to%the%highest%value%use,%
ii.% the% amount% of% land% disturbance% is% capped% (the% EGS% or% nonRmarket% values% are%

protected),%
iii.% the%cost%of%achieving%the%cap%is%minimized,%%
iv.% information%on%values%and%uses%of%land%is%revealed,%and%%
v.% there%is%some%flexibility%in%the%system.%

%
Implementation%Barriers%%

•% Since%there%are%often%few%industrial%firms%operating%in%each%forest%area,%market%power%could%
pose%an%economic%challenge%(citation%removed).%In%this%case,%the%lack%of%competitiveness%in%
the%market%for%TDPs%could%lead%to%strategic%behaviour%by%firms.%

•% There% is%also%a% legal% issue%with% respect% to%TDP%duration.%For%example,%consider%a%system%
where% banking% is% allowed.% In% this% case% there% would% be% additional% cost% savings% due% to%
increased% flexibility% to%manage% impacts%over% timek%but%banking%could%also% result% in%periodic%
concentrations%of%disturbance%(citation%removed).%%%%
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•% Politically%speaking,%there%is%the%challenge%of%policy%inertia%to%overcome.%TDPs%are%meant%to%
be% allocated% according% to% the% premise% of% adaptive% management,% which% entails% changing%
disturbance%levels%in%light%of%new%habitat%information.%Industrial%players%will%likely%oppose%any%
such% uncertainty% in% the% amount% of% disturbance% they% are% allowed,% since% insecurity% to% future%
resource% rights% increases% investment% risk% (citation% removed).% Industry%opposition% to%a%TDP%
system%would%make%it%politically%problematic.%

•% A% major% ecological% challenge% is% determining% the% appropriate% number% of% TDPs.% Caps% on%
development% could% be% set% using% results% from%natural% disturbance%models,% or% using% habitat%
thresholds% believed% necessary% for% maintaining% viable% populations% of% threatened% wildlife%
species%(citation%removed).%%%
%

7.3.4.(Forest(Carbon(Tendering(–%all%from%Anderson%et%al.(
A%solution%to%the%greenhouse%gas%emissions%market%failure%would%be%to%have%a%tendering%system%
for% carbon% offsets.% Forests% can% act% as% significant% carbon% sinks,% and% increases% in% carbon%
sequestration%above%baseline% levels%can%be%used%to%offset% increases% in%carbon%emissions%from%
other%parts%of%the%economy.%Since%an%important%means%of%increasing%carbon%sequestration%is%by%
increasing% rotation% ages,% it% could% be% assumed% that% more% old% forest% will% be% present% on% the%
landscape.% Assuming% old% growth% is% a% proxy% for% biodiversity,% a% carbon% offset% system% has% the%
potential% to% increase% the%amount% of% old% forest,% and%hence% increase% the%amount% of% biodiversity%
(citation%removed).%%
%
An%advantage%of%tendering%forest%carbon%contracts%is%that%the%carbon%offsets%can%be%sold—either%
in% provincial,% federal% or% international% markets—therefore% generating% revenues% for% the% carbon%
payments% to% forestry% firms.% In% this%case,%provincial% regulators%ask% for%sealed%bids% from%forestry%
firms,%in%which%the%firm%provides%the%price%at%which%it%would%sequester%carbon.%The%province%then%
purchases%these%temporary%carbon%offsets%from%the%lowest%price%suppliers,%and%sells%them%on%the%
carbon% market.% This% system% allows% the% province% to% regulate% carbon% sequestration% while%
minimizing%the%financial%burden%on%taxpayers.%Depending%on%the%costs%of%carbon%sequestration%
relative%to%carbon%prices,%some%provinces%might%even%profit.%%
%
Implementation%Barriers%

•% An%important%debate%in%Alberta%is%deciding%whether%the%province%or%the%firm%should%possess%
the%property%right%for%public%land%forest%carbon.%In%a%carbon%tendering%system,%the%province%
retains%the%property%right%to%the%carbon%offset,%but%pays%the%firm%for%sequestration.%Hence,%the%
firm%has%an%incentive%to%sequester%carbon,%and%the%province%can%generate%revenue%by%selling%
the%offsets.%

•% Another%issue%is%determining%the%baseline%carbon%stock.%In%this%case,%for%the%province%to%be%
able%to%sell%the%offset%on%the%international%markets,%it%will%likely%have%to%use%its%historical%
business]as]usual%(BAU)%forest%management%statistics%in%setting%the%baseline.%For%provinces%
that%have%allocated%all%of%their%public%forestland%to%private%firms,%setting%a%provincial%BAU%
baseline%is%not%overly%problematic.%Problems%arise,%however,%for%provinces%that%still%have%
forest%to%be%allocated,%since%future%forest%industry%entrants%could%be%forced%into%purchasing%
carbon%offsets%if%their%timber%harvesting%lowers%carbon%stocks%below%the%baseline%level.%

•% Another%issue%is%determining%who%is%liable%if%a%contract%area%were%to%burn.%If%the%offset%
provider%were%liable%and%had%to%replace%the%destroyed%offsets%by%purchasing%more,%it%would%
greatly%increase%the%risk%of%these%decisions.%

%
%
%
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Addressing%the%Barriers%

•% Although%most%Alberta%forestry%firms%operate%on%public%land,%the%long%duration%of%forest%
tenures%make%a%carbon%auctioning%system%feasible.%Indeed,%such%a%system%will%likely%be%cost%
effective,%given%that%forestry%firms%and%governments%have%different%information.%Forestry%firms%
have%a%better%private%understanding%of%the%costs%of%sequestering%forest%carbon%through%
changes%in%forest%management%practices%on%their%forest%management%areas.%%

•% By%collecting%bids%for%forest%carbon%sequestration,%public%funds%can%be%allocated%to%the%
lowest%cost%provider.%%

•% Any%unallocated%AAC,%carbon%baselines%could%be%set%by%assuming%that%the%AAC%will%
eventually%be%harvested%using%average%forest%management%statistics.%Calculating%the%
baseline%this%way%would%not%penalize%firms%that%might%harvest%this%AAC%sometime%in%the%
future.%Of%course,%international%markets%for%carbon%might%not%approve%of%this%baseline%
calculation,%since%it%could%allow%provinces%to%sell%carbon%offsets%while%their%aggregate%carbon%
stock%was%actually%falling.%Such%a%system,%however,%might%be%acceptable%for%smaller%
emissions%markets,%such%as%the%one%currently%operating%in%Alberta.%

•% The%fire%issue%is%complicated.%It%is%possible%that%private%firms%would%require%prohibitively%high%
prices%if%they%were%to%be%held%liable%for%carbon%emissions%from%fire,%as%well%as%from%massive%
outbreaks%of%insects%or%disease.%The%liability%may%have%to%reside%with%government.%

%
7.3.5.(Other(MarketbBased(Instruments(
ES%markets%will%not%solve%every%environmental%problemk%rather%their%effectiveness%“depends%on%a%
variety%of%economic,%social,%environmental%and%even%political%factors%and%circumstances”%
(Anderson%et%al%2009).%Consequently,%a%variety%of%policy%approaches%(such%as%regulatory,%
voluntary,%Information%disclosure,%or%cooperative%agreement%approaches)%will%be%necessary%to%
achieve%forest%based%outcomes%identified%within%the%different%regions%of%Alberta.%As%problems%
(negative%externalities)%impacting%natural%resources%are%identified%within%forestry%operations%and%
among%other%industries,%MBIs%will%prove%potentially%useful%tools%for%incenting%changes%in%
management%behaviour.%
%
As%described%in%above%sections%Conservation%Offsets%and%TDPs%have%the%potential%to%address%
habitat%impacts,%Forest%Carbon%Tendering%has%the%potential%to%address%GreenRHouseRGas%
(GHG)%emissions,%and%Certification%can%incent%the%integration%of%environmentally%sustainable%
management%activities%into%the%forestry%operations.%These%four%tools%represent%the%emergence%of%
MBIs%focused%on%internalizing%negative%environmental%externalities%in%Alberta’s%natural%resource%
sectors.%However,%the%range%of%MBIs%is%much%broader%than%the%above%four%tools.%Exploring%the%
potential%for%other%tools%in%forest%management%may%likely%produce%further%inroads%to%achieving%
particular%environmental%outcomes.%These%outcomes%will%primarily%be%identified%through%the%Land%
Use%Framework%(LUF)%Regional%Advisory%Committees%(RACs).%However,%specific%to%forest%
operations,%a%range%of%problem%areas%have%been%identified%in%section%5.1.9.1.%“Negative%
Environmental%Externalities%Related%to%Forestry,”%to%which%MarketRbased%approaches%can%be%
considered%and%explored%for%effectiveness.%%
%
Anderson%et%al%(2009)%reinforce%that%“MBIs%work%well%in%situations%where%(citation%removed):%%

•% the%cost%of%environmental%controls%differs%widely%among%firms%such%that%there%are%gains%from%
trading%offset%permits—i.e.,%high%cost%firms%buy%permits%from%low%cost%firmsk%

•% there%are%large%variations%in%the%ability%of%potential%participants%to%provide%the%desired%
environmental%outcome—i.e.,%there%are%substitute%technologies%or%processes%for%meeting%
environmental%objectives,%and%it%is%costly%for%governments%to%obtain%information%about%least%
cost%technologies%and%processesk%
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•% there%is%large%scope%for%innovation%in%improving%natural%resource%managementk%

•% there%is%already%a%[command%and%control]%CAC%structure%in%place,%but%it%is%considered%as%
inefficient%because%it%lacks%flexibilityk%

•% CAC%or%other%regulatory%approaches%are%costly%to%design,%implement%and%administerk%and%it%
is%relatively%inexpensive%to%monitor%outcomes%(e.g.,%emissions%or%disturbance)%and/or%to%
measure%the%impact%of%a%change%in%practice%on%the%desired%environmental%outcome.”%

%

7.4.(Marketbbased(Instruments(and(Trade(
Anderson%et%al.% (2009)%suggest% that% “trade% rules%do%not%pose%a%major% legal%challenge% to%using%
MBI’s% for% sustainable% forest%management% (SFM).% However,% they% can% become% relevant% in% two%
contexts.%First,%to%the%extent%that%MBI’s%entail%a%charge%on%resource%users%(such%as%an%energy%or%
carbon% tax),% global% trade% rules% permit% jurisdictions% imposing% the% tax% to% use% border% tax%
adjustments% to%offset%any%negative%competitive% impacts% that%might% result% from%such%measures.%%
Second,%to%the%extent%that%MBI’s%create%financial%incentives%or%payments,%trade%rules%relating%to%
subsidies% can% be% relevant.% Because% subsidy% rules% are% enormously% complex,% it’s% strongly%
recommend%that%policyRmakers%designing%MBI’s%involving%incentives%work%with%trade%lawyers%to%
ensure%the%policy%instruments%are%designed%to%be%in%compliance%with%subsidy%rules.%Additionally,%
it%would%be%wise% to%consult% someone% familiar%with%subsidy% rules% in% the%policyRmaking%process,%
ideally%at% the%conceptual%stage%so% that% the%policies%can%be%optimally%designed% to%minimize% the%
risk%of%inflaming%trade%sensitivities%(Anderson%et%al%2009).”%%%

8.(Conclusion((paths(to(the(new(system)(
Forest% management% in% Alberta% is% constantly% changing% to% meet% the% demands% of% the% forest%
industry,%government,%the%public,%and%lobby%groups.%The%extent%to%which%these%changes%satisfy%
the% various% groups% differs% depending% on% a% host% of% social,% political,% economic,% and% ecological%
factors.%This% report%provided%an%overview% to% these% interactions% in% relation% to% the%Alberta% forest%
industry%with%a%focus%identifying%key%political%and%economic%processes%that%need%to%be%addressed%
and%reinvented%to%manage%of%the%full%suite%of%Ecosystem%Services%in%Alberta.%This%work%has%been%
conducted%to%inform%the%Board%of%the%Institute%for%Agriculture,%Forestry%and%the%Environment.%%
%
The% IAFE% has% been% tasked% with% supplying% the% Alberta% provincial% government% with% a%
recommended% framework% on% the% use% of% marketRbased% Instruments% for% supporting% Ecosystem%
Services%in%Alberta.%This%request%was%generated%with%the%knowledge%that%current%approaches%to%
ecosystem%management% have% become% less% successful% at% meeting% the% changing% demands% of%
Albertans.% In% order% to% determine%where% current% approaches% fall% short% in% the% forest% industry,% a%
policy%review%and%a%determination%of%current%economic%drivers%were%identified%through%this%report%
based%on%the%forest%industries%current%business%model.%This%was%followed%by%an%assessment%of%
the% strengths% and% weaknesses% in% the% current% forestry% business% model,% and% a% glance% at%
expanding% the% forestry%agenda%to% include% the%range%of%ecosystem%services%provided%within% the%
forested%landscape.%%%%%
%
The%policy% review%described%a% long%history%of% forest%management% in%Alberta.%The%beginning%of%
forestry%development%was%focused%on%intensifying%resource%extraction%and%processing.%However,%
this% changed% as% the% forest% resource% became% fully% allocated% to% industrial% logging,% and% as%
environmentally%related%public%consciousness%grew.%The%forest% industry% is%now%challenged%with%
managing% a% larger% suite% of% environmental% attributes% in% order% to%maintain% conventional% logging%
activities.%Of%all%the%challenges%faced%within%the%forest%industry,%the%mounting%complexity%of%forest%
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policy%and%regulatory%arrangements%that%progressively%lack%transparency%has%been%identified%as%
a%root%problem%needing%immediate%attention.%
%
When% considering% economic% drivers,% the% forest% industry% in% Alberta% is% challenged% by% both%
escalating% costs% related% to% harvesting% and% processing% and% declining% revenues% related% to% the%
appreciation%of%the%Canadian%dollar.%Economic%realities%have%combined%with%unresponsive%forest%
regulation%to%impact%the%manner%in%which%the%forest%industry%identifies%and%approaches%solutions%
to% their% current% situation.% Consequently,% there% is% little% competitive% advantage% to% producing%
conventional%forest%products%in%Alberta.%New%trade%agreements%may%have%the%potential%to%bring%
new%sources%of%demand%for%Canadian%fibre%resourcesk%however,%to%date%such%deals%have%yet%to%
be%negotiated.%%%
%
Policy% and% economic% challenges% begin% to% highlight% a% number% of% problems% embedded% in% the%
current% forest% business% model.% Alberta’s% forest% sector% is% highly% reliant% on% a% single% market%
resulting% in% a% lack% of% economic% resiliency% in% the% industry.% Fibre% remains% the% primary% focus% in%
forestry%skewing%optimal%forest%management%based%on%accounting%for%all%forest%values.%Current%
policy%drives%unprofitable%value%added%activity%while%restricting%profitable%ventures.%Moreover,%the%
current% business% model% stifles% Innovation% related% to% product% development% and% resource%
use/management.%While% the%current%business%model%has%provided%security%and%stability%during%
favourable%times%current%realities%necessitate%this%model% to%be%reRenvisioned%to%account%for% the%
ecological%and%economic%complexities%experienced%today%and%likely%to%occur%into%the%future.%%%
%
This%report%provides%the%use%of%marketRbased%instruments%to%allocate%ecosystem%services%as%one%
alternative% to% address% some% of% the% problems% currently% experienced% in% Alberta’s% forest% sector.%
Conservation%offsets,%certification,% transferable%disturbance%permits,%and%Carbon% tendering%are%
all%described%in%relation%to%Alberta’s%forest%sectors.%Each%shows%promise%in%correcting%particular%
environmental% externalities% while% providing% the% ability% to% generating% capital.% Under% the% right%
circumstances% markets% can% provide% greater% responsiveness% to% public% values,% grater%
effectiveness% in% allocating% resources,% greater% responsiveness% to% local% conditions.% By% allowing%
forest%companies%to%diversify%their%economies,%new%ecosystem%markets%have%the%potential%to%add%
resiliency%to%the%forest%sector%in%Alberta.%%
%
This% work% has% explored% whether% marketRbased% instruments% for% ecosystem% services% have%
applicability% in% Alberta.% Considering% the% social,% economic,% and% environmental% costs% of%
maintaining% the% current% forestry% business% model,% and% the% potential% benefits% of% changing% that%
model%it%becomes%clear%that%such%an%exploration%is%necessary.%As%such,%further%commitment%will%
be%required% in% the%adaptive% implementation%of% the%various% instruments% if% forestry%players% in% the%
province% are% to% understand% the% true% costs/benefitsk% risks/rewards,% and% market% acceptance% of%
such%an%approach.%If%Alberta’s%forest%sector%is%to%derive%benefit%from%new%opportunities%the%time%
is%now.%%%%
%

8.1.(Recommendations(
•% A%tenure%system%offers%many%advantages%when%pursuing%ES%in%Albertak%however,%the%system%

should%be%designed%to%accommodate%the%following%(Vertinsky%2009):%%
1.% The%system%needs%to%be%responsive%to%public%values%and%changes%in%these%values.%
2.% The%system%needs%to%be%efficient%in%accomplishing%its%objectives%(i.e.%keep%transaction%

and%other%nonRproductive%costs%to%a%necessary%minimum).%
3.% The%system%needs%to%be%responsive%to%variation%in%local%conditions%and%to%local%

stakeholder%objectives%and%characteristics.%%
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4.% The%system%must%cope%well%with%high%levels%of%uncertainty%and%risks.%
5.% The%system%should%be%transparent,%simple%(as%much%as%possible%while%discharging%its%

complex%tasks)%and%fair.%
%

•% The% forest% industry% manages% for% many% environmental% services% (ES)% as% required% through%
regulation%and%has%many%of%the%management%capacities%needed%to%begin%participating%in%ES%
markets.%

%

•% For%the%forest%industry%to%participate%in%ES%markets,%The%Forests$Act,%the%Forest%
Management%Planning%Manual%and%the%Forest%Management%Agreement%Renewal%Process%
would%need%to%be%revisited%in%order%to%enable%rights%and%responsibilities%related%to%ES%(these%
last%two%items%are%Cabinet%approved%policy%documents).%
-% The%Forest%Management%Planning%Manual%would%have%to%be%revised%to%enable%Ecological%

Service%data%requirements%and%MBI%verification%requirements.%
-% Comprehensiveness,%divisibility,%and%transferability%of%FMA%rights%would%need%to%be%

adjusted,%and%compensation%would%need%to%be%clarified.%%
-% Forest%Management%Agreements%currently%define%a%limited%bundle%of%rights%and%

associated%responsibilities.%These%should%be%modified%and%aligned%to%reflect%the%new%MBI%
opportunities.%

%

•% Clarify%roles%and%responsibilities%on%industry%under%Stewardship%Framework.%%
-% It%is%important%to%define%what%should%be%required%by%regulatory%land%use%plan%and%

legislation%to%set%the%bar.%Companies%exceeding%the%bar%should%then%be%able%to%enjoy%MBI%
market%access.%%

%

•% Rent%needs%to%be%reviewed%to%accommodate%ES.%
-% Alberta% Government% should% continue% to% receive% some% flow% of% revenue% for% the% use% of%

Alberta’s% forested% crown% lands% and% trees% even% though% MBI% is% built% on% private% sector%
opportunities.%

-% The% current% land% rent% and% royalty% arrangements% for% the% forest% industry% need% to% be%
reviewed%in%conjunction%with%any%MBI%systems%contemplated%and%established.%Changes%
to% land% rent% or% revenue% sharing% arrangements% should% be% done% carefully% to% avoid%
unintended%perverse%incentives%and%consequences.%%

-% Alberta% charges% holding% fees% to% allow% surface% disposition% holders% to% retain% access% as%
occupant%of%the%land.%%The%current%stumpage%royalty%system%would%need%to%be%replaced%
with%something%that%allows%forests%to%be%used%for%other%purposes%than%forest%products.%

%
•% Systems%of%data%collection%and%presentation%are%well%developed%in%the%forest%industry%offering%

substantial%advantages%when%approaching%ES.%
-% Issues%to%be%resolved:%There%are%many%databases%in%existence%and%they%are%not% linked.%

Who%will%collect%ES%data?%Who%will%pay?%%Who%will%manage%and%keep%the%data%upRtoRdate%
(Industry,%Government)?%%

%
•% Certification% may% offer% the% ability% to% alleviate% some% regulatory% burden% related% to% forest%

management%while% also% providing% the% possibility% to% provide% added% value% to% certified% forest%
products%(However,%the%latter%has%not%yet%been%experienced%by%Alberta%forest%companies).%%%
-% If%used%to%reduce%forest%regulation,%government%will%need%to%require%some%aspect%of%the%

process%to%be%mandatory%to%meet%public%scrutiny.%Options:%

⇒% Gouvernement%support%for%a%certification%system%–%e.g.%FSC,%CSA,%SFI,%etc…%
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⇒% Government%establishes%targets%and%standards%that%any%chosen%system%must%meet%or%
exceed%

%
•% Valuation% is% an% important% part% of%monetising%ES%and%must% be%a%part% of% any% framework% for%

MBIs%going%forward.%However,%the%following%must%be%considered:%
-% lack%of%consistency%of%valuation%estimates,%%
-% lack%of%acceptability%and%credibility%in%valuation%studies,%%
-% lack%of%familiarity%with%the%valuation%process,%and%
-% limited%economic%resources%
%

•% Adapt%the%forest%tenure%to%be%able%to%realize%the%opportunities%around%the%carbon%economy.%%
R% Bringing%Tenure%into%alignment%with%land%use%planning%and%management%modelk%%
R% insure% that% forest% tenure% is% divisible% and% transferable% (for% establishing% and% trading%

physical%offset%areas)k%
R% A% first% step% would% be% to% clarify% the% rights% to% particular% resources% (e.g.% CO2)% and% set%

thresholds%so%that%ES%sellers%(potentially% forestry)%can%be%confident% to%participate% in% the%
market%system.%%

%
•% Pilots%will% be% needed% to% determine% to% success% of% particular%marketRbased% instruments% and%

allow%adjustment%where%necessary%(adaptation%phase).%
R% Need%a%strong%business%case%to%go%forward%on%(capacity,%feasibility,%partnerships,%etc…)%
R% If%not%inclusive%you%run%into%problems%related%to%consent,%compensation,%and%tradeoffs.%
R% Consult%with%experts%on%various%trade%rules%(federal%jurisdiction)%

⇒% Intraprovincial%markets%may%be%simpler%to%establish%due%to%federal%jurisdiction%related%
to%trade.%

%
•% Global% markets% for% ES% commodities% are% subject% to% international% market% volatility% potential%

compromising% some%desired% environmental% outcomes.% There%may% be%merit% in% focusing% on%
local%markets%for%certain%ES%profiles.%%%

%
•% One%option% to%managing% for% the%whole%suite%of%ES% in%an%area% is% to%establish%an%entity% that%

exercises%land%management%rights%(landcentric).%
R% Entity%supplies%mills%and%cuts%trees%as%well%as%capturing%other%values.%
R% Can%involve%multiple%environmental%stakeholders%(Communities,%industries,%government,%

aboriginal%groups,%etc…)%%
R% Entity%needs%the%authority%to%take%into%account%of%tradeoffs—this%can%be%captured%in%FMA%

with%alterations%
R% The% current% forest% tenure% system% is% a% patchwork% of% overlapping% and% conflicting% forest%

tenure%types%and%obligations.%Moving%to%optimized,%single%multi%party%forest%tenure%areas%
that% are% based% on% regional% planning% zonation% and% other% more% logical% planning%
considerations%is%an%important%implementation%consideration.%

%

•% Another%option%to%manage%for%the%whole%suite%of%ES%in%an%area%is%to%extent%FMAs%to%cover%the%
whole%suite%of%land%management%rights%
R% Issues%of%Consent,%Compensation,%and%Tradeoffs%need%to%be%dealt%with.%%

 
•% SRD%suggest%that%the(Forest%Industry%Sustainability%Committee%recommendations%contained%

in%the%report%“Enhancing%the%Forest%industry%Business%Model”%must%be%considered%in%making%
and% implementing% recommendations% to% the% government% on% market% based% instrument%
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opportunities,% specifically% dealing% with% externalities% that% might% prevent% successful% MBI%
implementation:(
R% Completion%of%Strategy%One,% rationalizing% the%planning%and%management%system%which%

requires:%completion%of%regional%plans%that%in%turns%points%to%necessary%changes%to%forest%
tenure%arrangementk%aligning% forest%management%plan% to%approved% regional%plansk%and%
better%integration%of%various%resource%sector%plans.(

R% Completion%of%Strategy%2%Bringing%Tenure%into%alignment%%so%that%tenure%is%aligned%with%
land%use%planning%and%management%model(

R% Completion%of%Strategy%7%to%enhance%communication%and%branding%of%the%forest%industry.%
Branding% of% commodity% forest% products% is% difficult% at% a% regional% level% and% so% this% effort%
should%be%directed%at%the%national%level.(
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Appendix(A(
 
Overview of Alberta’s Forest Tenure System (Lukert, 2009c) 

 
In%the%Province%of%Alberta%there%are%three%major%types%of%forest%tenures:%Forest%

Management%Agreements%(FMA),%Timber%Quotas%and%Timber%Permits.%%The%largest%of%these%
dispositions%are%FMAs,%followed%by%Quotas%and%then%Permits%(website2).%%FMAs%are%longRterm%
and%renewable,%areaRbased%negotiated%agreements%that%give%companies%the%right%to%harvest%
within%a%specified%area%and%place%most%of%the%management%responsibilities%on%the%FMA%holder%
(factsheet%and%website1).%%Within%the%management%area%of%an%FMA%there%may%also%be%Quotas%
and%Permits%allocated%to%other%firms%and%individuals.%Timber%Quotas%provide%the%right%to%a%
disposition%of%timber%but%not%the%authority%to%harvest%(Act%18(4)).%They%are%located%within%an%FMU%
(Act%17(1)).%%Timber%licenses%are%issued%to%quota%holders%giving%them%the%authority%to%harvest%
timber%(Act%21(4)).%Timber%Permits%are%primarily%small,%shortRterm%tenures%issued%to%independent%
loggers,%small,%nonRintegrated%mills%or%for%special%forest%products.%20%%sold%competitively,%80%%
directly%issued%by%the%Minister%(Land%and%Forest%Division%Directive%No.%2000R04)%but%may%be%
issued%for%larger%volumes%as%well%(Land%and%Forest%Division%Directive%No.%1997R01).%%Timber%
permits%can%either%be%commercial%timber%permits%or%local%timber%permits.%
% The%primary%legislation%in%Alberta%governing%forestry%on%public%lands%is%the%Alberta%
Forests%Act%and%the%Timber%Management%Regulation.%%Many%of%the%guidelines%set%out%for%forestry%
operations%are%set%out%in%the%Alberta%Timber%Harvest%Planning%and%Operating%Groundrules%which%
were%produced%in%1994%by%Alberta%Land%and%Forest%Services.%%However%for%FMA%holders,%
individual%groundrules%are%negotiated%and%agreed%upon%by%the%government%and%the%FMA%holder%
(review).%
% There%are%a%number%of%changes%that%have%been%made,%or%are%in%progress,%to%timber%
management,%including%revised%planning%and%operating%standards%or%groundrules,%the%
introduction%of%new%standards%for%silviculture%practices%and%reforestation%and%inclusion%of%a%
provision%for%protecting%genetic,%species%and%habitat%diversity%(website2).%

 
Current Allocations of Forest Tenures in Alberta1 

Tenure Number of Tenures 
Allocated 

Allocated AAC 
(m3) 

Allocated Area 
(km2) 

Forest Management 
Agreement 20 15,587,625 208,170.96 

Timber Quota 
104 5,950,541 

Not Applicable, 
% or Volume-

based 
Commercial Timber 
Permit Varies Annually 1,171,314 Not Applicable, 

Varies Annually 
Local Timber Permit Varies Annually Nil Not Applicable, 

Varies Annually 
1 Includes only those dispositions in the Green Area, considered the sustainable forest management area of Alberta. 
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Tapp(2004:%Personal%communication%by%email%with%Darren%Tapp,%Alberta%Sustainable%Resource%
Development%on%August%2,%2004.%
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*Land%and%Forest%Division%Directives%are%available%at:%
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/srd/forests/fmd/directives/index.html%
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Forest Management Agreement 
Tenure Type Comprehensiveness 

and  Exclusiveness Allotment Type Size Specification Transferability Duration and Renewability 

1. Forest Mgmt. 
Agreement 

Comprehensive rights 
to establish, grow and 
harvest timber in a 
manner designed to 
provide a perpetual 
sustained yield (Act 
16(1)) 
Exclusive right to all 
Crown timber that is 
included in the 
agreement during the 
term of the agreement 
(Act 16(2)), however 
there may be timber 
quotas allocated 
within the forest 
management unit (Act 
17(1)). 
Sand and gravel 
required for 
operations can be 
taken from vacant 
public land within the 
FMA.  Generally, in 
older FMAs dues and 
royalties must be 
payed on sand and 
gravel but not in 
newer FMAs 
(review). 

Area based (website1) No legislated area 
or AAC 
requirements for 
FMAs.  Size 
varies among 
FMAs from 560 
km2 and 8,711 m3 
(Vanderwell 
Contractors Ltd. 
FMA) to 57,328 
km2 and 
2,559,496 m3 
(Alberta Pacific 
Forest Products 
Inc. FMA) (area 
figures: website1 
and volume 
figures: Tapp 
2004). 

Transferable with 
minister's 
approval (Act 
16(3)). 
Non-divisible: An 
assignment must 
be an 
unconditional 
assignment of the 
entire interest of 
the assignor in the 
FMA (ACT 
16(4)). 

FMAs are GENERALLY 
granted for 20 years (Fact sheet 
and website1).  All current 
FMAs except one, are for a 20 
year period; the one exception is 
the Slave Lake Pulp FMA which 
is for 30 years, although it is 
only renewable for a 20 year 
term.  After renewal of the Slave 
Lake Pulp FMA for a 20 year 
period, all FMAs will have 20 
year durations (review).  All 
current FMAs also have 
provisions for renewal of the 
agreement and some (mostly the 
newer FMAs) also include 
evergreen provisions (usually a 
10 year evergreen).  Evergreen 
provisions allow the FMA 
holder and the minister to 
undergo negotiations to renew 
the agreement before its expiry 
date.  While some FMAs have a 
specific clause for early renewal 
after 10 years, most (including 
those with the 10 year clause) 
state that negotiations may be 
commenced earlier than either 
the evergreen date or the expiry 
date of the agreement (review). 
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Forest Management Agreement (cont) 

Mutability Fiscal Obligation Appurtenancy Export 
Restrictions Allocation 

The FMA holder is entitled to reasonable 
compensation from any person who causes 
loss of or damage to any of the timber or 
any improvements created by the holder 
(Act 16(2)). Lands may be withdrawn from 
the FMA for several reasons including 
purposes deemed by the minister to be 
"essential for the human or physical 
resource development of the province".  
The FMA holder may be entitled to 
compensation for loss of profit by such 
withdrawals although a certain amount can 
be withdrawn without compensation 
(review). The minister may cancel the 
FMA if the FMA holder fails to observe or 
perform any of the covenants, stipulations, 
terms, conditions, provisions and 
agreements required to be observed or 
performed under the FMA (review). If the 
minister decides that approved plans 
submitted by the FMA holder have become 
obsolete or inadequate, the minister may 
require that the plans be revised (review). 
Because FMAs are created through orders 
in council, they cannot be changed without 
consent of the FMA holder (Tapp 2004). 

All FMA holders must pay holding and 
protection charges (review).  These charges 
can be either combined or separate charges 
and can be lump sum, per km2, or per m3 
of AAC (review).  Holding and Protection 
charges are adjusted annually using the 
following formula: 
charge for year X = charge for year X-1 * 
((Annual Implicit Price Index for year X-
1)/(Annual Implicit Price Index for year X-
2)) 
 
In some FMAs, the holding and protection 
charges can be reduced by eligible 
expenditures for carrying out an approved 
forest protection plan. Eligible expenditures 
do not include costs of suppressing forest 
fires, insect, or disease outbreaks (review). 
 
Some FMAs also require a minimum 
expenditure of $0.25 per m3 harvested to be 
paid towards a program to enhance 
management activities and the level of 
understanding of the forest resources and 
forest products within the forest 
management area (review). 

Yes. 
"Companies 
are required to 
construct or 
maintain major 
facilities to 
process the 
timber" 
(website2). 
All current 
FMAs have 
appurtenancy 
requirements in 
them.  This 
may include 
continued 
operation 
and/or 
expansion of 
existing 
facilities or 
construction of 
new ones 
(review). 

Logs, trees 
(except 
Christmas 
trees) and 
wood chips 
cannot be 
transported 
out of 
province 
(Act 31(1)).  
Minister 
may grant 
export 
rights on a 
yearly basis 
(Act 31(2)). 

Quasi-competitive.  
In some cases an 
FMA was offered in 
exchange for some 
development, that 
development had its 
merit assessed and 
the best proposal was 
awarded the FMA.  
In some cases, an 
FMA was awarded to 
companies with a 
long history of 
successful operation 
of timber quotas, had 
an advanced 
production facility 
and were willing to 
undertake additional 
management 
responsibilities.  
Initially FMAs were 
to encourage rural 
development and 
economic 
diversification (Tapp 
2004). 
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Forest Management Agreement: Operational Requirements 

Utilization Standards Access Development Contracting out 
Requirements Forest Protection Reforestation 

FMA holders must utilize all merchantable 
trees in merchantable stands cut in road 
construction and other incidental 
operations (review). 
 
Some FMA agreements include a 
stipulation requiring that woods and 
manufacturing operations be carried out so 
as to achieve the "highest degree of 
economic utilization" of timber and the 
company shall not commit "acts of waste in 
respect of such timber" (i.e.. Agreements 
for DMI, Slave Lake Pulp, Sunpine, Tolko 
Slave Lake, Weyerhaeuser Drayton Valley 
& Grande Prairie, Weldwood FMAs) 
 
"Every person who harvests timber on 
public land shall: 
e) avoid excessive waste when cutting 
timber and manufacturing timber products, 
f) cut timber at a height not more than 30 
centimeters above average ground level, 
g) dispose of all limbs, tops and other 
debris in accordance with the requirements 
stated in The Forest and Prairie Protection 
Regulations, Part II" 
(TMR 100) 

FMA holders must carry out 
road development at their own 
cost (website2). 
FMA holders have the right to 
construct, operate and maintain 
roads "necessary and 
incidental" to the holder's 
forestry operations (review). 
All roads must be planned and 
constructed to the standards and 
guidelines set out in the Alberta 
Timber Harvest Planning and 
Operating Ground Rules 
(THPOGR pg.17), however 
some FMAs have their own 
groundrules negotiated with the 
Minister (review). 

Some FMA 
agreements include 
a requirement that a 
portion of the AAC 
be contracted out to 
"arms length" third 
party contractors in 
order to "enhance 
the economic 
benefits to the 
region" (i.e.. 
Agreements for 
ALPAC, Millar 
Western, Sundance 
and Weyerhaeuser 
Edson FMAs) 
(review).  Some 
FMAs also include 
a provision to 
utilize companies 
based in Alberta, 
normally refers to 
facility engineering 
(Tapp 2004). 

The minister will 
provide the men, 
equipment and 
funding for fire 
suppression, 
however if the fire 
is started by the 
FMA holder then 
the holder must pay 
for suppression. In 
the case of an insect 
or diseases 
epidemic, the 
minister and the 
holder will 
cooperate to 
suppress it. (review) 

Unless otherwise 
ordered by the 
minister, FMA 
holders must carry 
out all necessary 
treatment to reforest 
an area within 2 
years of completion 
of cutting in that 
area (TMR 123). 
The minister may 
exempt a person 
from having to 
reforest an area if 
they carried out 
selective cutting or 
thinning to improve 
a timber stand or if 
they cut timber 
classified as dead, 
damaged, diseased 
or endangered 
(TMR 143.3 and 
143.4).  
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Timber Quota and Timber Licence 
Tenure Type Comprehensiveness and  

Exclusiveness Allotment Type Size Specification Transferability Duration and 
Renewability 

1. Timber Quota and 
Timber Licence 

Quotas give the right, but 
not authority to harvest 
either coniferous or 
deciduous timber (Act 
17(1)) and may include 
some harvest of the other 
type as an incidental harvest 
(Act 17(4)). 
Timber Licences give 
exclusive rights to cut the 
specified timber unless it is 
otherwise cut by the Crown 
("…is entitled, except as 
against the Crown, to 
compensation from any 
person who derives the 
holder of the holder's right 
to cut & recover any 
timber").  Quota holders 
become the owner of the 
trees once they have been 
cut. (Act 28(4)) 

Deciduous quota 
may be area or 
volume based (Act 
17(3)).  All current 
deciduous quotas in 
Alberta are volume 
based (Tapp 2004). 
Coniferous quota is 
a specified 
percentage of the 
AAC within an 
FMU for coniferous 
timber (Act 17(2)). 
A Timber Licence 
sets out an area of 
an FMU where the 
quota holder can 
harvest their timber.  
("The timber licence 
authorizes the 
person named in it 
to harvest timber 
and shall state a.) 
land on which to 
harvest b.) period of 
time in which to 
harvest c.) timber to 
be harvested." (Act 
21(4))).   

There are no minimum 
or maximum sizes or 
areas for timber 
quotas.  The smallest 
quota is for 374 m3 
(Spruce land 
Millworks Inc - 
CTQW110002) and 
the largest is for 
791,020 m3 
(Ainsworth Lumber 
Co. Ltd. - 
DTAG910001).  There 
are no areas associated 
with these 
dispositions; they can 
be located anywhere 
in the FMU. (Tapp 
2004) 

Quotas and Licences 
are transferable with 
minister's approval 
(Act 28(2)). 
Both are non-
divisible: An 
assignment must be 
an unconditional 
assignment of the 
entire interest of the 
assignor in the Quota 
or Licence (Act 
28(3)). 

Quota is for a 
period not 
exceeding 20 
years (Act 
18(1)). 
Renewable if the 
quota holder is 
not in default or 
breach of the Act 
or Regulations 
and the minister 
believes there is 
adequate timber 
to warrant 
renewal of the 
quota.  Renewal 
is subject to any 
modifications or 
conditions that 
the minister 
considers 
necessary (Act 
20). 
Timber licences 
can be from 1 to 
20 years in 
length and are 
renewable (Tapp 
2004). 
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Timber Quota and Timber Licence (cont) 

Mutability Fiscal Obligation Appurtenancy Export Restrictions Allocation 

Minister may change 
conditions, cancel or 
reduce cut at any time if 
considered to be in the 
public interest (Act 26) 
or necessary to achieve a 
balance between growth 
and depletion (Act 
19(1)).  Minister may 
compensate quota holder 
for alteration or variation 
in quota provided the 
change is not due to any 
fault on the part of the 
holder or is not for 
purposes described in 
section 19 (Act 27)). 
Minister may merge 
multiple quotas held by 
the same person within 
an FMU into a single 
quota (TMR 18).  
Minister may adjust term 
and quadrant dates of 
any quota to make term 
and quadrant dates of all 
quotas within an FMU 
coincide (TMR 19). 

To obtain a timber licence, quota 
holder deposit a performance 
guarantee that is the greater of $500 
or the sum of $0.25 per m3 for the 
first 4000 m3, $0.10 per m3 for the 
next 30 000 m3 and $0.02 per m3 for 
any excess volume (TMR 28) to a 
maximum of $75 000 (TMR 29). 
Successful bidder for a Quota must 
pay a minimum 10% deposit on the 
day of the sale (TMR 9) and if the 
Quota is purchased by competitive 
bid, the successful bidder must pay to 
the Crown an amount equal to 110% 
of the actual costs incurred by the 
Minister in advertising the sale of the 
timber harvesting rights (TMR 48.1). 
If the quota holder does not reforest 
land which has been harvested or an 
equivalent amount of land within the 
forest management area, they must 
pay a reforestation levy (Act 21(5)). 
 
Timber Quota Holders must pay a 
holding and protection charge 
assessed based on the volume of the 
authorized AAC as follows: 
i) $0.02 per m3 of deciduous timber 
ii) $0.15 per m3 of coniferous timber 
(TMR 97.6) 

There is no specific 
requirement to 
construct or expand 
processing facilities; 
however there are often 
letters of agreement 
between quota holders 
and the Minister that 
the holder will 
construct or expand 
facilities (Tapp 2004). 

Logs, trees (except 
Christmas trees) and 
wood chips cannot be 
transported out of 
province (Act 31(1)).  
Minister may grant 
export rights on a 
yearly basis (Act 
31(2)). 

COMPETITIVE 
BIDDING AND 
ALLOCATED FOR 
QUOTAS 
"The Minister may on 
behalf of the Crown sell 
timber quotas by tender, by 
auction or by direct sale." 
(TMR 3). 
Opening bid must be at 
least $500 and bids must 
be in $100 increments 
(TMR 6).  Existing quota 
holders may match the 
highest bid on any quota 
within the same FMU 
(TMR 7).  Successful 
bidder must pay a 
minimum 10% deposit on 
the day of the sale (TMR 
9). 
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Timber Quota and Timber Licence: Operational Requirements 

Utilization Standards Access Development Contracting out 
Requirements Forest Protection Reforestation 

Every person who harvests 
timber on public land shall: 
e) avoid excessive waste when 
cutting timber and 
manufacturing timber products, 
f) cut timber at a height not more 
than 30 centimeters above 
average ground level, 
g) dispose of all limbs, tops and 
other debris in accordance with 
the requirements stated in The 
Forest and Prairie Protection 
Regulations, Part II 
(TMR 100) 

All roads must be planned 
and constructed to the 
standards and guidelines 
set out in the Alberta 
Timber Harvest Planning 
and Operating Ground 
Rules (THPOGR pg.17), 
however quota holders 
may choose to follow the 
FMA specific groundrules 
with the approval of the 
director of the forest 
management branch (Tapp 
2004). 
 
All timber disposition 
holders in Alberta are 
responsible for the 
construction and 
maintenance of roads built 
to access timber to be 
harvested (Tapp 2004). 

There are usually no 
contracting out 
requirements for 
Quotas, however 
there have been some 
cases in which large 
quotas have had 
requirements that a 
portion of their AAC 
be harvested by local 
timber operators 
(Tapp 2004). 

"The Minister may 
carry out on any 
land any control 
measures that the 
Minister considers 
advisable for the 
prevention and 
control of injurious 
forest tree pest 
infestations or non-
indigenous invasive 
species infestations." 
(FPPA 28). 
Forest protection is 
the responsibility of 
the minister (Tapp 
2004). 

Holder of a Timber Licence 
must reforest land which has 
been harvested or an equivalent 
area of land within the FMU or 
pay a reforestation levy based on 
the volume of timber cut  or 
progressively reforest (Act 
21(5)). 
The minister may exempt a 
person from having to reforest 
an area if they carried out 
selective cutting or thinning to 
improve a timber stand or if they 
cut timber classified as dead, 
damaged, diseased or 
endangered (TMR 143.3 and 
143.4).   If a quota holder holds 
more than 10,000 m3 of AAC, 
they are required to complete 
their own reforestation.  If less 
than 10,000 m3 of AAC the 
quota holder has the choice to 
perform their own reforestation 
or pay a levy to FRIAA (TMR 
142.3(2.4)) 
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Commercial Timber Permit 

Tenure Type Comprehensiveness 
and  Exclusiveness 

Allotment 
Type 

Size 
Specification Transferability Duration and Renewability 

2.(a)Commercial 
Timber Permit 

Right to harvest timber 
(Act 28(4)). Exclusive 
rights to timber except 
if it is otherwise cut by 
the Crown ("…is 
entitled, except as 
against the Crown, to 
compensation from any 
person who derives the 
holder of the holder's 
right to cut & recover 
any timber").  
Commercial Timber 
Permit holders become 
the owner of the trees 
once they have been 
cut. (Act 28(4)) 

Volume based 
("The timber 
permit 
authorizes the 
person named 
in it to harvest 
timber and 
shall state a.) 
land on which 
to harvest b.) 
period of time 
in which to 
harvest c.) 
timber to be 
harvested." 
(Act 22(4))). 

There is no 
minimum or 
maximum size 
prescribed.  
Currently the 
smallest active 
CTP is 300 m3 
and the largest is 
500,000 m3 (Tapp 
2004). 

Transferable 
with minister's 
approval (Act 
28(2)). 
Non-divisible: 
An assignment 
must be an 
unconditional 
assignment of 
the entire interest 
of the assignor in 
the licence (Act 
28(3)). 

A Timber Permit is a short term 
agreement that can be in effect 
anywhere from 30 days to 5 years 
(website1). 
Commercial Timber Permits may be 
issued for periods from 1 to 5 years, at 
the discretion of the Area manager.  
Although there is no provision in 
legislation to "renew" permits, they may 
be amended with the expiry date 
extended, at the discretion of the Area 
manager (LFD Directive No. 2000-04). 
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Commercial Timber Permit (cont) 

Mutability Fiscal Obligation Appurtenancy Export 
Restrictions Allocation 

Minister may 
change conditions, 
cancel or reduce 
cut at any time if 
considered to be in 
the public interest 
(Act 26). Minister 
may compensate 
licence holder for 
alteration or 
variation in quota 
provided the 
change is not due 
to any fault on the 
part of the holder 
or is not for 
purposes described 
in section 19 (Act 
27)). 

If the Permit is purchased by competitive bid, the successful 
bidder must pay to the Crown an amount equal to 110% of 
the actual costs incurred by the Minister in advertising the 
sale of the timber harvesting rights (TMR 48.1). 
If the permit holder does not reforest land which has been 
harvested, they must pay a reforestation levy (Act 22(5)). 
 
Holder of a Commercial Timber Permit must pay a security 
deposit of the greater of $1000 and the sum of $0.50 per m3 
for the first 4000 m3, $0.20 per m3 for the next 15 000 m3 
and $0.04 per m3 for any additional volume plus the 
reforestation levy and timber dues for the minister's estimate 
of the volume of timber to be harvested (TMR 40).  If the 
permit was auctioned by lump sum bids the security deposit 
will be the greater of $1000 and the sum of $0.50 per m3 for 
the first 4000 m3, $0.20 per m3 for the next 15 000 m3 and 
$0.04 per m3 for any additional volume (TMR 40.1). 
 
Commercial TImber Permit Holders must pay a holding and 
protection charge assessed either based on the total area of 
the permit or on the volume of the authorized AAC. If area 
based then the charges are as follows: 
i) $0.10 per ha of permit for dead, damaged, diseased or 
endangered timber 
ii) $0.25 per ha of permit for green coniferous timber 
iii) $0.10 per ha of permit for green deciduous timber 
If volume based then the charges are as follows: 
i) $0.02 per m3 of deciduous timber 
ii) $0.15 per m3 of coniferous timber 
(TMR 97.6) 

Processing 
facility 
ownership and 
operation 
requirements 
vary among 
CTPs, ranging 
from 
requirements that 
at least 90% of 
timber harvested 
must be 
processed at the 
CTP holder's 
processing 
facility to no 
requirement for 
any level of 
facility 
ownership or 
operation (Tapp 
2004). 

Logs, trees 
(except 
Christmas trees) 
and wood chips 
cannot be 
transported out of 
province (Act 
31(1)).  Minister 
may grant export 
rights on a yearly 
basis (Act 31(2)). 

Quasi Competitive: 
Minister may sell 
commercial timber 
permits by tender, by 
auction or by direct 
sale (TMR 38 and 
LFD Directive No. 
2000-04). Bidding 
may be lump sum 
bids for all timber 
under the permit or 
per cubic meter 
(TMR 39).  All 
competitive sales 
must be advertised 
by public notice 
(TMR 42). 
Last six sold were by 
competitive sealed 
bid, the next two up 
for tender will be 
sold in the same 
manner (website3) 
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Commercial Timber Permit: Operational Requirements 

(TMR 100) Access Development Contracting out 
Requirements Forest Protection Reforestation 

Every person who harvests 
timber on public land shall: 
e) avoid excessive waste when 
cutting timber and 
manufacturing timber 
products, 
f) cut timber at a height not 
more than 30 centimeters 
above average ground level, 
g) dispose of all limbs, tops 
and other debris in accordance 
with the requirements stated in 
The Forest and Prairie 
Protection Regulations, Part II 
(TMR 100) 

All roads must be planned and 
constructed to the standards 
and guidelines set out in the 
Alberta Timber Harvest 
Planning and Operating 
Ground Rules (THPOGR 
pg.17). 
 
All timber disposition holders 
in Alberta are responsible for 
the construction and 
maintenance of roads built to 
access timber to be harvested 
(Tapp 2004). 

No contracting 
out 
requirements 
(Tapp 2004). 

"The Minister may carry 
out on any land any 
control measures that the 
Minister considers 
advisable for the 
prevention and control of 
injurious forest tree pest 
infestations or non-
indigenous invasive 
species infestations." 
(FPPA 28). 
Forest protection is the 
responsibility of the 
minister (Tapp 2004). 

Permit holders must reforest 
land which has been harvested 
or an equivalent area of land 
within the FMU or pay a 
reforestation levy based on the 
volume of timber cut (Act 
22(5)). 
The minister may exempt a 
person from having to reforest 
an area if they carried out 
selective cutting or thinning to 
improve a timber stand or if 
they cut timber classified as 
dead, damaged, diseased or 
endangered (TMR 143.3 and 
143.4).  
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Local Timber Permit 
Tenure 
Type 

Comprehensiveness and  
Exclusiveness Allotment Type Size Specification Transferability Duration and 

Renewability 
2.(b) 
Local 
Timber 
Permit 

Right to harvest timber (Act 21(4)). 
Exclusive rights to timber except if it 
is otherwise cut by the Crown ("…is 
entitled, except as against the 
Crown, to compensation from any 
person who derives the holder of the 
holder's right to cut & recover any 
timber").  Domestic Timber Permit 
holders become the owner of the 
trees once they have been cut. (Act 
28(4)) 

Volume based ("The 
timber permit authorizes 
the person named in it to 
harvest timber and shall 
state a.) land on which to 
harvest b.) period of time 
in which to harvest c.) 
timber to be harvested." 
(Act 22(4))). 

LOCAL TIMBER 
PERMIT: Up to 50 
m3 for personal use 
not for resale or the 
volume specified in 
the permit to 
remove timber 
endangered by acts 
of nature or by 
development (TMR 
49). 

Local Timber 
Permits are not 
assignable 
(TMR 162). 

A Timber Permit is a 
short term agreement 
that can be in effect 
anywhere from 30 days 
to 5 years (website1). 
All Local Timber 
Permits shall expire 
annually on April 30th 
unless otherwise 
specified on the permit 
(TMR 50). 

 
Local Timber Permit (cont) 

Mutability Fiscal Obligation Appurtenancy Export 
Restrictions Allocation 

Minister may change 
conditions, cancel or reduce 
cut at any time if considered 
to be in the public interest 
(Act 26). Minister may 
compensate licence holder 
for alteration or variation in 
quota provided the change is 
not due to any fault on the 
part of the holder or is not 
for purposes described in 
section 19 (Act 27)). 

If the permit holder does not reforest land which has been 
harvested, they must pay a reforestation levy (Act 22(5)). 
 
An applicant for a Local Timber Permit must pay a non-
refundable permit fee of $20 before the permit is issued 
(TMR 54).  The Minister may require applicants for Local 
Timber Permits to submit performance deposits as 
described in section 40.1 of the  
Regulation (TMR 62). 
 
Local Timber Permit holders are exempt from holding and 
protection charges (TMR 57(1a)). 

There are no 
facility 
operation or 
construction 
requirements 
for Local 
Timber Permits 
(Tapp 2004). 

Logs, trees 
(except 
Christmas trees) 
and wood chips 
cannot be 
transported out of 
province (Act 
31(1)).  Minister 
may grant export 
rights on a yearly 
basis (Act 31(2)). 

Quasi 
Competitive: 
The Minister 
may establish 
eligibility 
criteria for 
applicants for 
local timber 
permits (TMR 
51). 
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Local Timber Permit: Operational Requirements 

(TMR 100) Access 
Development 

Contracting 
out 

Requirements 

Forest 
Protection Reforestation (TMR 100) 

Every person 
who harvests 
timber on 
public land 
shall: 
e) avoid 
excessive waste 
when cutting 
timber and 
manufacturing 
timber 
products, 
f) cut timber at 
a height not 
more than 30 
centimeters 
above average 
ground level, 
g) dispose of 
all limbs, tops 
and other 
debris in 
accordance 
with the 
requirements 
stated in The 
Forest and 
Prairie 
Protection 
Regulations, 
Part II 
(TMR 100) 

All roads must 
be planned and 
constructed to 
the standards 
and guidelines 
set out in the 
Alberta Timber 
Harvest 
Planning and 
Operating 
Ground Rules 
(THPOGR 
pg.17). 
 
All timber 
disposition 
holders in 
Alberta are 
responsible for 
the 
construction 
and 
maintenance of 
roads built to 
access timber 
to be harvested 
(Tapp 2004). 

No 
contracting 
out 
requirements 
(Tapp 2004). 

2.(b) 
Local 
Timber 
Permit 

"The 
Minister may 
carry out on 
any land any 
control 
measures 
that the 
Minister 
considers 
advisable for 
the 
prevention 
and control 
of injurious 
forest tree 
pest 
infestations 
or non-
indigenous 
invasive 
species 
infestations." 
(FPPA 28). 
Forest 
protection is 
the 
responsibility 
of the 
minister 
(Tapp 2004). 

Permit holders 
must reforest 
land which has 
been harvested 
or an equivalent 
area of land 
within the FMU 
or pay a 
reforestation 
levy based on 
the volume of 
timber cut (Act 
22(5)).  
The minister 
may exempt a 
person from 
having to 
reforest an area 
if they carried 
out selective 
cutting or 
thinning to 
improve a 
timber stand or 
if they cut 
timber 
classified as 
dead, damaged, 
diseased or 
endangered 
(TMR 143.3 
and 143.4).  
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Appendix(B(

(
Legislation(proposed(for(amendment(by(The(Alberta(Land(Stewardship(Act.(
 
 
Administrative,Penalties,and,Related,Matters,Statutes,Amendment,Act,2002,,

Agricultural,Operation,Practices,Act,,

Agricultural,Pests,Act,

Alberta,Utilities,Commission,Act,

Coal,Conservation,Act,

Electric,Utilities,Act,

Energy,Resources,Conservation,Act,

Environmental,Protection,and,Enhancement,Act,

Forests,Act,

Highways,Development,and,Protection,Act,

Historical,Resources,Act,

Interpretation,Act,

Irrigation,Districts,Act,

Mines,and,Minerals,Act,

Municipal,Government,Act,

Natural,Resources,Conservation,Board,Act,

Oil,and,Gas,Conservation,Act,

Oil,Sands,Conservation,Act,

Pipeline,Act,

PostHsecondary,Learning,Act,

Provincial,Parks,Act,

Public,Highways,Development,Act,

Public,Lands,Act,

Water,Act,

Wilderness,Areas,,Ecological,Reserves,,Natural,Areas,and,Heritage,Rangeland,

Act,

Wildlife,Act,
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Appendix(C(
Summary(Table(of(Activities(and(Negative(Externalities(in(the(Forestry(Sector((Pembina%Institute,%Cite)(

(
Stage& Activity& Stress& Impact&/&Result& Description& Tangible&costs&

(present&and/or&
future)&to&land&user&
and&the&public&

Intangible&costs&?&Ecosystem&
Services&Affected&(negative&
externalities)&

Trend&

Research( Research( None( Potential(to(
perpetuate(poor(
practices(

While(research(does(not(
have(a(direct(impact(on(
ecosystem(services,(it(
does(indirectly(influence(
activities(and(therefore(
can(be(a(significant(
driver.(

Future(opportunity(
cost(

Potentially(any/all((

UNKNOWN(

(Land(
conversion(&(
use(

Initial(land(
clearance(/(
conversion(to(
secondary(
forest(

Habitat(loss(and(
degradation(

Extensive(ecosystem(
service(loss(G(see(
report(

Conversion(of(land(from(
wetlands,(forest(or(
native(prairie(to(
agricultural(use(reduces(
availability(of(land(
important(for(provision(
of(several(ecosystem(
services.(

Numerous( Gas(regulation,(climate(
regulation,(disturbance(
regulation,(water(regulation,(
erosion(/(sediment(control,(
waste(treatment,(biological(
control,(soil(formation,(primary(
production,(nutrient(cycling,(
pollination,(habitat(/(refugia,(
water(supply,(food(production,(
raw(materials,(genetic(
resources,(aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use,(science(&(
education,(recreation(

INCREASING(SOMEWHAT:(While(
the(area(cut(has(decreased(to(
levels(around(those(of(the(early(
1990s,(this(is(still(a(considerable(
increase((more(than(double)(
from(the(levels(found(in(the(
1970s;(conversion(of(intact(
native(forest(into(secondary(
growth(has(slowed,(but(is(still(
considerable((1,2)(

(( Plantations(/(
monocropping((

Biodiversity(loss,(
invasive(species,(
soil(degradation(

Land(becomes(more(
human(dependent(
and(less(resilient(
(greater(
susceptibility(to(
disturbance(events)(

Monoculture(plantations(
grow(faster(but(have(far(
less(resilience(than(
traditional(forests(and(
far(less(value(to(wildlife.(
Reliance(on(one(or(a(few(
key(tree(species(results(
in(decreased(species(
diversity(at(a(landscape(
level(and(vulnerability(to(
pests(

Increased(input(costs;(
decreased(land(
productivity((more($(
to(get(1(unit(of(
output);(increased(
insurance(costs(

Disturbance(regulation,(water(
regulation,(biological(control,(
soil(formation,(pollination,(
habitat(/(refugia,(genetic(
resources,(aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use,(recreation( UNKNOWN(
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(( Tree(selection(/(
replanting(

Biodiversity(loss,(
invasive(species,(
soil(degradation(
(acidification(for(
coniferous(
plantings),(
biogeochemical(
disruption((

Land(becomes(more(
human(dependent(
and(less(resilient(
(greater(
susceptibility(to(
disturbance(events)(

The(richness(and(
diversity(of(tree(
selection(generally(sets(
the(stage(for(other(
input/output(
requirements;(Use(of(
GM/alien(species(
(associated(more(with(
plantations)(reduces(
genetic(variability(of(
plant(species(on(the(
landscape.(

Increased(insurance(
costs(

Gas(regulation,(climate(
regulation,(disturbance(
regulation,(water(regulation,(
biological(control,(primary(
production,(nutrient(cycling,(
pollination,(habitat(/(refugia,(
food(production,(raw(
materials,(genetic(resources,(
aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use,(science(&(
education,(recreation(

INCREASING(/(UNKNOWN;(While(
the(number(of(trees(planted(is(
definitely(increasing((1),(the(
diversity(of(trees(planted(is(

unknown.(However,(there(are(
suggestions(that(silviculture(

planting(practices(have(improved(
since(the(1970s((2)(.(

(( Logging(road(
creation(

Altered(
hydrology,(topsoil(
loss((quantity);(
soil(compaction;(
loss(and(
degradation(
(fragmentation)(
of(terrestrial(
habitat;(silting(of(
rivers/streams(
and(aquatic(
habitat(
degradation(

(Remediation(efforts(
necessary(to(return(
hydrology(and(
habitat(to(normal(

(Logging(roads(are(
temporary((and(in(select(
cases,(long(term)(access(
routes(into(cut(blocks(
that(enable(trucks(to(
remove(the(trees(for(
further(processing.(They(
are(often(unpaved.(

Increased(
maintenance(costs(

Water(regulation,(erosion(/(
sediment(control,(primary(
production,(nutrient(cycling,(
habitat(/(refugia,(water(supply,((
aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use(

UNKNOWN(

(Production( Insecticide(
application(

Reduction(of(
structure,(
composition,(
function(of(forest(
ecosystems;(
water(quality(
impacts;(
biodiversity(loss;((

Altered(ecosystem(
dynamics((due(to(
loss(of(insectG
alterations(to(stand(
structure);(loss(of(
genetic(resources;(
loss(of(pollinators;(
pesticideGresistant(
insects;(teratagenic(
impacts(on(humans(
(cancer)(

Insecticide(use(reduced(
insect(and(pollinator(
populations,(leads(to(
pest(resistance,(
diminishes(water(quality(
due(to(runoff(and(alters(
natural(rates(of(nutrient(
cycling(

Increased(need(for(
pesticides;(health(care(
costs;(water(
purification(costs;((

Biological(control,(pollination,(
habitat(/(refugia,(water(supply,(
genetic(resources( UNKNOWN;(Insecticide(data(was(

not(recorded(in(Alberta(after(
1999.(However,(data(for(Canada(
would(suggest(that(insecticide(
use(has(been(fairly(stable(since(
1994((which(is(greatly(decreased(

from(the(early(1990s).((1)((
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(( Herbicide(
application(

Water(quality(
impacts;(
biodiversity(loss(

Loss(of(genetic(
resources;(
teratagenic(impacts(
on(humans((cancer)(

Herbicide(use(reduced(
"weed"(plant(
populations,(leads(to(
herbicide(resistance(and(
greater(ecological(
simplicity((reduced(
complexity(&(
redundancy),(diminishes(
water(quality(due(to(
runoff(and(alters(natural(
rates(of(nutrient(cycling(

Increased(need(for(
herbicides;(health(care(
costs;(water(
purification(costs(

Gas(regulation,(climate(
regulation,(disturbance(
regulation,(water(regulation,(
erosion(/(sediment(control,(
waste(treatment,(biological(
control,(soil(formation,(primary(
production,(nutrient(cycling,(
pollination,(habitat(/(refugia,(
raw(materials,(genetic(
resources,(aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use(

INCREASING.(Herbicide(use(in(
Alberta(increased(considerably(
throughout(the(1990s,(stabilized(
in(the(early(2000s,(but(has(again(
shown(another(increase(in(the(
past(few(years((despite(overall(
forest(area(cut(reductions)(

(( Harvest(
methods(
(including(using(
poor(
management(
practices(for(
topsoil/erosion(
control(&(
riparian(zone(
disturbance,(
etc.)(

Topsoil(loss(
(quantity);(soil(
biodiversity(loss(
(quality);(soil(
compaction;(loss(
of(terrestrial(
habitat;(silting(of(
rivers(/(streams(
and(aquatic(
habitat(
degradation;(

Poorer(quality((and(
quantity)(of(soils;(
loss(of(other(forest(
resources(and(
biodiversity;((loss(of(
species(in(rivers(and(
streams(

Use(of(conventional(
clearcutting(techniques(
can(lead(to(topsoil(
erosion(and(loss(and(
diminished(soil(carbon(
storage(as(well(as(
extensive(damage(to(
nonGtarget(forest(
resources.((

Water(purification(
costs;(fewer(potential(
nonGtimber(revenue(
streams;(loss(of(
potential(revenue(
from(downstream(
fishing/tourism;(
potential(hydroelectric(
generating(impacts(

Disturbance(regulation,(water(
regulation,(erosion(/(sediment(
control,(waste(treatment,(
biological(control,(soil(
formation,(primary(production,(
nutrient(cycling,(pollination,(
habitat(/(refugia,(water(supply,(
genetic(resources,(aesthetic,(
spiritual(&(traditional(use(

DECREASING.(Generally(speaking,(
throughout(Canada,(the(overall(
size(of(cutblocks(is(decreasing,(
and(the(number(of(soGcalled(
"leave(strips"(is(increasing,(
thereby(helping(stand(
heterogeneity.((1)((Similarly,(the(
increase(in(forest(certification(in(
Alberta(over(the(past(8(years(
suggests(improving(practices.(2)(

(( Scarification(
and(site(
preparation(for(
replanting(

Topsoil(loss(
(quantity);(soil(
biodiversity(loss(
(quality);(soil(
compaction;(loss(
and(degradation(
of(habitat(
(especially(
structure);(loss(of(
nutrients;(silting(
of(rivers/streams;((

Riverine(and(
terrestrial(habitat(
loss;(and(lower(
biodiversity(levels.(
(1)(

The(shallow(loosening(of(
the(soil(surface((and(
removal(of(litter(layer)(
to(prepare(a(site(for(reG
planting(which(can(
result(in(topsoil(loss(and(
alteration(of(longerGterm(
forest(structure.(

Water(purification(
costs;(fewer(potential(
nonGtimber(revenue(
streams((such(as(bird(
watching);(loss(of(
potential(revenue(
from(downstream(
fishing/tourism;(
potential(hydroelectric(
generating(impacts(

Water(regulation,(erosion(/(
sediment(control,(habitat(/(
refugia,(water(supply,(aesthetic(

STABLE:(General(amount(of(area(
of(scarification(has(stayed(
relatively(constant((throughout(
the(years(with(the(amount(of(
cutting.((
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(( Stand(tending(
(spacing,(
pruning,(
fertilization,(
and(commercial(
thinning)(and(
general(poor(
forest(
management(
practices((fire(
management)(

Reduction(of(
structure,(
composition,(
function(of(forest(
ecosystems(

Altered(ecosystem(
dynamics((such(as(
increased(size(of(
forest(fires(due(to(
continued(fire(
suppression);(lower(
biodiversity(levels(

Stand(tending(has(the(
potential(to(degrade((or(
restore)(forest(
ecosystems.(If(done(
improperly,(it(affects(
forest(structure,(
composition(and(
function(which(can(
cause(problems.(
However,(it(does(have(
the(potential(to(restore(
degraded(forests(as(well,(
and(prepare(stands(for(
climate(change(
adaptation.(

Fire(fighting(costs,(
fewer(potential(nonG
timber(revenue(
streams((such(as(bird(
watching)(

Gas(regulation,(climate(
regulation,(disturbance(
regulation,(water(regulation,(
erosion(/(sediment(control,(
waste(treatment,(biological(
control,(soil(formation,(primary(
production,(nutrient(cycling,(
pollination,(habitat(/(refugia,(
water(supply,(food(production,(
raw(materials,(genetic(
resources,(aesthetic,(spiritual(&(
traditional(use,(science(&(
education,(recreation(

UNKONWN/INCREASING:(There(
is(no(question(that(the(amount(of(
area(of(stand(tending(is(
increasing(dramatically((1),(
however,(what(is(unknown(are(
the(quality(of(these(practices.(FSC(
certification(of(Alpac(forest(
tenure(in(recent(years(suggests(
that(practices(may(be(improving.(
Likewise,(the(general(trend(of(
forest(certification(over(the(past(
decade(would(suggest(improving(
practices.((2)((

(( Machinery(use(
(physical(
impacts(of((
harvesting)(

Topsoil(
compaction;(
streambank(
disturbance(

Poorer(soils(/(topsoil(
loss;(increased(
runoff;(lower(
baseflows(for(rivers(
/(streams;(
sedimentation(

(Large,(heavy(machinery(
results(in(topsoil(
compaction;(this(in(turn(
has(hydrological(impacts(
(faster,(larger(runoff(
volumes,(which(also(
increase(erosion)(

Water(management(
engineering(solutions(
to(regulate(flows;(
costs(to(address(water(
quality(impacts;(
potential(hydroelectric(
generating(impacts(

Water(regulation,(erosion(/(
sediment(control,(habitat(/(
refugia,(water(supply,(aesthetic(

UNKNOWN(/(INCREASING?(While(
no(data(were(available,(the(

increased(use(of(fuel(for(forestry(
operations(suggests(that(

machinery(use(is(increasing.(

(( Energy(Use:((
planting,(
harvesting(

GHG(emissions( Climate(change,(
crop(damage,(
ancillary(damage(
(flooding,(drought,(
severe(storms,(etc.)(

Energy(use(throughout(
farm(operations(typically(
draws(from(carbonG
intensive(energy(
sources,(along(with(
conventional(fuel,(all(of(
which(emit(GHGs(

Crop(and(property(
damages,(Increased(
insurance(costs;(
increased(energy(costs(

Climate(regulation,(gas(
regulation,(water(regulation,(
primary(production(

INCREASING:(The(absoluate(
amount(of(energy(and(GHGs(

produced(by(the(forestry(sector,(
as(well(the(intensity(of(

energy/GHG(use(are(increasing.(

(
%

%

%

%

%
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Appendix(D(
From Woodlots profile in Alberta, Toso Bosic  
 
Provincial:(
•% Soil%Conservation%Act:%requires%all%landowners%to%take%steps%to%prevent%soil%loss%or%

deterioration%and%to%stop%existing%soil%loss%or%deterioration.%
%
•% Forest%Prairie%and%Protection%Act:%requires%landowners%to%reduce%or%eliminate%any%fire%

hazards%such%as%those%created%by%logging%operations.%Landowners%will%be%penalized%
for%failure%to%comply%and%could%be%charged%with%the%fire%fighting%costs%in%cases%where%
a%fire%escapes,%requiring%provincial%or%municipal%action%to%extinguish%it.%

%
•% Alberta%Environmental%Protection%and%Enhancement%Act:%is%intended%to%protect%air%

and%water%quality.%This%legislation%assures%that%proper%conservation%and%reclamation%
practices%are%used%on%land%affected%by%activities%such%as%logging.%Assistance%in%
establishing%proper%practices%is%available%through%Alberta%Environmental%Protection’s%
and%Sustainable%Resource%Development%area%offices.%

%
•% Water%Act:%is%intended%to%regulate%activities%that%alter%the%flow%of%water,%alter%the%

direction%of%water%flow%or%alter%the%level%of%water.%Water%is%defined%as%all%water%on%or%
under%the%surface%of%the%ground.%

%
•% Federal%Fisheries%Act:%prevents%landowners%from%any%undertaking%that%either%

disrupts,%alters%or%destroys%fish%habitat.%
%
•% Forests%Act%and%Motor%Transport%Act:%require%individuals%who%are%hauling%logs%on%

public%roads%to%comply%with%weight%restrictions,%emergency%precautions%and%
transportation%records%requirements.%

%
•% Municipal%Government%Act:%gives%local%municipalities%the%power%to%enact%byPlaws%that%

can%influence%or%even%limit%logging%activities%on%private%land.%Some%municipal%districts%
have%made%a%development%permit%a%requirement%for%logging%private%land.%Increased%
municipal%control%can%be%expected%as%a%result%of%public%outcry.%

 
Federal:(
•% Federal%Fisheries%Act:%prevents%landowners%from%any%undertaking%activities%that%

either%disrupts,%alters%or%destroys%fish%habitat.%
 
•% Migratory%Birds%Convention%Act:%protect%migratory%birds,%their%eggs,%and%their%nests%

from%hunting,%trafficking%and%commercialization.%A%permit%is%required%to%engage%in%any%
of%these%activities.%


